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TUDENTS ATTEND BLACK 
.MEDIA CONFER-ENCE 
WICB ACTIONS BLOCKED 
By Sheldon Julius 
On May 3,1973, five students 
,, ... , Ithaca College (one from 
,q,:ll University) attended the 
,, National Black Students 
11:munications Conference in 
1,,· 1go, Illinois. The conference 
a, ,:-ntitfod "Black Survival in 
C ( ommunications Media" and 
a, ,µonsored by the Concerned 
a," Student Organization of 
it!111bia College and the Black 
1 1,·nt Organization for 
,. ,nunication, ··university of 
ii: ,1,, Chicago Circle Campus. 
I i:c' students who attended 
deal with-the problems. 
'IN WORKSHOPS 
The workshops were run by 
students from Columbia College 
who had a special expertise· in 
the · workshop subject. The 
workshop . coordinator was 
mainly there to suggest ideas a_nd_. 
receive input from the group 
members. The coordinator was 
ass,isted by a "research person" -
a professional in the particular 
field who could lend valuable 
information and insight into the 
situation discussed. 
" conference were: (from SPEAKERS 
h,, ,l t::ollege) Sheldon Julius, Beside the workshops there 
1Vi·: ~fae Perry, Bunny Harris, were General Sessions and 
,.,:, A. Johnson and Edison • speakers. The general session was 
c,i ,dd. Angel Harper attended run by a Chicago based group of 
·c ,onference and represented · • people known as the Black 
Pt :1dl University. Edison Media Representatives. This· 
Ntt'ld and Angel Harper also organization is a conglomeration 
p1 .. ·,ented WVBR while the of black people who represent 
,i .if the students represented almost every aspect of the 
ll !l. Collectively, everyone is communication media·. They are 
,,,,1ated with Black Radio dedicated to the development of 
h:·, ,. young Black people in the 
OBJECTIVES 
communication field ·and to the 
task of bringing credible news 
and information to the black 
objectives 
nkrence included: 
of the community. The general session 
I )Synthesize strategies for 
tablishment and control of 
ore effective media for black 
ople. 
2)To establish alternative· 
mmunication systems. 
3}To make the 1:ommunity 
w a r e o f t h e effect-
mmunications has on its daily 
e~ and potential unity. 
4 )To analyze the political and · 
onomic· aspects of · the 
mmunications media and its 
lat1onship to black people. 
I hese objectives were 
ornughly dealt with in 
rt••ns workshops,-which made 
'- ,nc bulk of the conference. 
le workshops were entitled; 
at\1,, and Cable· Television, 
ar ~. Theater, Advertising and 
tnt Each workshop spent 
n· clerable·time in dealing with 
ohi~ms that affect blacks in 
at specific area and· how to 
IXOD Signs Bill 
they hosted was a_ panel 
discussion and it dealt with such 
to.pies as the politics and 
economics of communications, 
importance of _communication 
with the Black Community and 
control of the medfa. · 
The k~note speaker was Lu 
Palmer who is a Black journalist 
and commentator, and now the 
Editor of his own Black owned 
and run newspaper, Black 
X-Press, which will be on the 
newstands nationally on May 19, 
1973. Reverend Charles Koen, 
from the United Front in Cairo, 
Illinois was also on hand to 
speak ~f the trouble in Cairo 
between blacks and whites a few 
years ago. 
. "LOCAL DELEGATES 
Since this was the first annual 
conference, the organizers had 
_ the job of finding delegates to 
Continued on page 12 
By Barry King 
Yesterday afternoon TV-R 
faculty members Arnold 
Gibbons, Rudy Paolangeli,Hal 
Lawson, Don Woodman and 
James Treble :'let to . discuss 
recommendations made by 
students concerning the 
selection process at WICB. The 
general meeting that took place 
two weeks ago -on the matter 
yielded many recommendations, 
but few tangible results. In fact, 
it now appears likely that the 
faculty would not have acted at 
ali if it _were not for students 
continually pressuring the 
faculty. 
Assistant Professor Gibbons, 
who acted as Chairman at the 
meeting , two weeks ago, 
originally stated that action on 
the matter would be taken 
within a week. However, when 
this reporter last week had asked 
Gibbons what agreements had 
been made, he said there had 
been n_one so _far, and to give 
him and the faculty another 
week. When this same reporter 
went to the TV-R offices two 
days ago, there were still no 
agreements settled upon. 
frofessor Treble blamed the 
matter of inaction on Gibbons 
for not distributing copies of the 
recommendations to the faculty 
to look at. However, it was 
pointed. out to Treble that 
copies were - available on the 
office walls, in The Ithacan, and 
·. on a tape of the original meeting 
given to the faculty. But Treble 
insisted that the faculty could 
not act until Gibbons acted. 
At that time Woodman came 
out and suggested the faculty get 
together on· Wednesday to 
discuss the recommendations. It 
seemed that there was no prior 
thought of getting together as 
originally planned. The reason 
the faculty ·finally, after two 
weeks, came together was 
because they realized it was the 
only way the matter would be 
put to rest. 
Although students who were 
dissatisfie~ with the current 
selection process wondered what 
· stance the faculty would take, it 
Fhtancial .. Aid ·For Colleges 
By Jan Gatti 
-~ntly, President Nixon 
r · d .t n S8 7.2 million financial 
1
'
111 for college students. This 
u, -: 1 tonal aid ·bni has been 
i:- 1 controversial issue. 
(.), 1?-ina:lly the President 
ugiJ 1 to do away with two of 
,e Present programs, __ N:QSL 
a110nal Direct Student Loans) 
u EO.G (Eciucat·ional 
PP,irtunity Grants). Nixon had 
0 P0 ,cd to · fund only BOG· 
~t Opportunit·y Grant!i) and 
ege Work-Sfitdy program. 
ov, ever, C_oni(~ did not agree. 
with Nix,on's plan -and insisted 
that - all four areas must be 
funded. For awhile, all parties 
.-w~re quite concerned with what· 
the outcome might be. It1ne 
P-resident did n·ot pass the bili 
many colleges and students 
would be left stranded for the 
73-74 school.year. 
A _compromise was finally 
reached about two weeks ago. 
Congress agreed to accept the 
amount ($812 million) which 
the president had sugg~sted but 
only. if all four categories were 
funded .. As a 'result NDSL will 
rec~iye $269.4: million,"EOG ·will 
I\,,.; •J 
, .. :~.-j~;~t.~,;~}(:.:JJ=i·;,;·it.;)/'::·~··· ', -, · .... :~ .. --. 
receive $ 210.3 million,· College 
Work-Study S270.und $122 
million for BOG. (Nixon had 
proposed $622 for BOG and 
$250 million for work-study). 
How does all of .this affect 
students at Ithaca College? Many 
colleges have had to lower the 
amount of financial aid they can 
give to students. Unlike other 
institutions, Ithaca College -will 
_have more nioney. This is due to 
the fact that the Budget 
Committee placed financial aid 
as one of their t_op-. priorities. 
This year $741,000 Was given in 
financial aid. Next year -the 
amounts will be: $25,000 to 
Arnold Gibbons 
can be made known that at this 
time the faculty appears either 
adverse or paranoid to act 
quickly. In two hours of meeting 
yesterday, the final result yielded 
few changes that might insure 
fairness in future selection 
processes at WICB. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following 
recommendations for 
implementation by the faculty 
were made: 
a)thaf applications for all 
positions on the Executive 
Board and Staff be made 
available on the Monday 
following spring break. 
b)that the deadline for all 
applications and proposals be 
Friday, S pm, two weeks later. 
c)that the following Monday a 
list of all applicants be 
sub m i t t e d f o r fa c u_l t y 
consideration. 
d) that by the following 
Friday at 5pm these lists should 
be returned to the WICB faculty 
advisor and an inte.rview 
schedule for general manager be 
posted. 
e )that interviews for general 
manager be conducted prior to 
1 2 midnight the following 
Monday. 
f)by Tuesday S pm or at the 
availability of the faculty the 
name of the general manager will 
be considered for approval or 
rejection. The name of the 
general manager to be posted 
upon faculty approval. · 
g)appointment times for the 
upperc ass stu ents and 
$798,862 for IC scholarships 
for all four years. These 
scholarships include athletics, 
work-study, etc. The only 
money not included in this 
figure is the EOP budget. Such is 
the good fortune of Ithaca 
1 College. 
To apply for these scholarships, 
all students should send ma PCS 
(Parent's Confidential 
Statement) to the College. The 
College calculates a student's 
need and this is sent to __ the 
Bank. The Bank then determines 
what money the student will get. 
All -students interested in 
· applying for financial aid for the 
coming year are urged to 
complete a PCS as- soon as 
possible. The sooner this is 
completed the sooner the college 
, can act on each student~- case. 
WICB Executive Board include 
AMPD,FMPD, Sales Manager 
and News Director to be posted 
the day following the naming of 
the general manager. 
h) interviews for executive 
board candidates should be 
scheduled in the next two days 
(more time availab-le if 
necessary) 
i)that executive board 
selections should be made 
available to faculty at their 
availability for consideration for 
approval or rejection ;positions 
to be posted following approval. 
NOTHING DONE 
On paper it looks as if the 
faculty accomplished quite a bit 
within the two-hour meeting. In 
reality, nothing was done to 
improve the selection process, 
except for establishing set times 
when everything would be done. 
The only student proposal being 
nnplemented that might help 
insure a degree of fairness is in 
having the general manager 
selected twenty-four hours 
before anyone else. In this 
manner, he would have time to 
go over each candidate's 
proposals carefully. 
At the meeting two weeks ago 
the students who made new 
recommendations to the faculty 
all stated that applicants' 
proposals should be made 
public, to insure fairness. 
However, this has not been 
done. As it remains, the faculty 
advisor and the general manager 
are the ones who have access tq 
the proposals. No person on the 
staff of WICB or in the Ithaca 
College community can really 
know who submitted a better 
proposal. 
Another recommendat10n 
that was rejected was that the 
interviews for Board positions he 
in the form of a public hearing, 
to insure fairness. This also has 
not been done. No person on the 
staff or in the I(' community 
will know what was said at the 
interviews. Other 
recommendations which were 
rejected include having two 
Co11tinu<'d 011 page 2 
Failure to complete a statement 
at this time causes a great 
backlog and many decisions 
would not be able to be made 
until the fall. 
Also with the PCS, each 
student should submit a letter 
stating his or her interest in 
financial aid. A copy of this 
letter should also be sent to your 
academic dean. 
A PCS also comes m handy 
when one is looking for an on 
campus job. Students interested 
in applying for jobs for next year 
may pick up applications from 
Mrs. Janet Averill in the 
financial aids office. PCS forms 
may also be picked up at this 
time. 
Nixon has four more years 
. . . If his views on education 
continue as they have, will 
you ... ? 
•'~_:_'__!_I' 
/ .. ' .~ ' .. ~ 
i t h a c a n a s k s. 
Po.Ur. ·years. • · More or Less· 
c.M.1. sucCESs0lt 
sOUGQ.T / .-· 
Tom Fitzgerald, Politics: 
I've learned a great · deal at 
college in spite of the 
reactionary nature of the Ithaca 
College administration , and the 
school in general. I find that in 
general Ithaca College is a 
depressing experience, but there 
are a few people who know what 
is actually going on but they are 
in the minority mostly. This is a 
country club school where you 
don't have to do much and you 
can still pass. That's about it. 
Michael Burg, Drama: 
What are your first thoughts on 
four year!J at Ithaca College'! 
Monumentally expensive waste. 
There were a lot of good things 
about it but there's a lot, it's too 
expensive. It's four years out of 
your life. Like college is a whole 
big thing, your whole childhood 
is led to, you know, "You're 
gonna be in college, you're 
gonna be in coll_ege" and it is a 
big joke on your parents 'cause 
they don't know what college is, 
they just know it's something 
for their child and the teachers 
must have forgotten what it was, 
because they told you the 
biggest thing to watch out for is 
freshman english. And then you 
get in to college and find 
freshman english is a waste and 
that your parents are paying 
four thousand for you to get 
stoned and stick towels under 
the door so that no one knows 
and all this shit. My parents paid 
too much money for this. 
It's like four years out of life as 
opposed to four years preparing 
me for life. Like I'm lucky, cuz 
in drama I'm doing what I'm 
going to be doing when t get 
out, you know what I mean, and 
I didn't have to get through all 
the freshman hassles of "Gee, 
I'm a chemistry major and I hate 
biology," you know, "and I hate 
science", or "How is it going to 
be applicable?" So my work,. 
what I do know, is applicable to 
when 1 get out, But if I knew 
then what 1 know now, I 
wouldn't have come here, I 
would have gone to a specialized 
school and worked harder, but I 
didn't know·, I just. wanted to 
play, and I played for three 
years, I played and I played and 
I played and I smoked and had a 
good time, and then I suddenly 
realized, you know, that I had 
better work my ass off. We have 
the facilities, we have the 
money, we have more fountains 
than we have anything else. 
Jan Gatti, He'alth 
Administration: 
H~ppy and difficult years of my 
life and I've learned a lot and 
enjoyed it. 
What have you learned? 
That people are unique in more 
. ways than anyone w111 ever think 
and that they are very difficult 
to work with, just when you 
think you are on top of th,ings, 
and them, you find out that you 
are right down at the bottom. 
And it's been great working on 
the Ithacan and Cayugan, and all 
the headaches, the pain, the 
lawsuits, and the missed .classes, 
th_e flunked anatomy,· and 
everything but I wouldn't trade· 
it in. 
Bruce Hall, Music (to the 
accompaniment of "Sunshine of 
My Life," (S. Wonder)): 
It's been good to me. That's all. 
I've been successful in finding a 
job afterwards, doing something 
I want to do. That's what is 
important to me. 
Did you find yourself isolated 
from . the community by the 
demands of your major? 
Yes, that's one complaint I think 
I would have about Ithaca 
College the past four years, that 
life here, especially the music 
department, is just completely 
inflexible as far as allowing us to 
go out and explore diffe.rent 
horizons, different ideas, ratlier 
than just m1Jsic, but I guess it's 
the same in ·all -schools. 'It)s. not 
different than any Dther musfo 
school. I've talked with many 
other students, it's the same 
anywhere. 
If there is one thing the school 
could have offered, what would 
it be? 
Mostly as a school in general l 
think it is getting better, now in 
that courses now are really 
varying_like the courses in };:SP, 
and Pop Culture courses, things 
like that. They are not really 
centered on one p'articular idea, 
but on a very br9ad horizon so 
that we _get a better idea of 
many different things. : 
What about w1thi11 music~ 
I think the music school is good. 
I don't think I would change 
anything like that. I think it's 
successful, the· 'teachers that 
come under it are successful 
because o(the way it is now. It's 
got a good standing. I think we'll 
just have to wait and see what 
the new dean does who's coming 
into the school. 
Eugene Givens, Psychology: 
-Well, the four years here have 
been very, very eventful. They 
have been very difficult years for 
me as a black -student. I found a 
'great number of my own values 
and ethics contested overtly and 
very suddenly by the prevailing 
value systems of the school, etc., 
· an<l the ·students that make- up· · 
the school. ·And .it times, it is, 
just as· it is for any student on 
campus, it is very alienating. So 
we find, aside from the academic 
aspects of the school, there · is· 
very little else we derive a great 
deal of satisfaction out of, given 
as far as some of the other 
interpersonal relationships on 
campus, because of the 
differences. It's very easy for me 
to say . that the differences are 
very significant. Someone else 
might not feel that they are. 
Depending upon the types of 
values you would have, it could 
mean a very big difference, 
according to the way you react 
and respond. 
Have you ·seen any flexibility in 
black-white relationships? 
I think it_ is pretty much a 
stand-off. I think a good number 
of administrators and students 
on positions of some type of 
influence may view the requests 
By Tom Threlkeld ··.matter of the people (i.e. 
or dem!lnds of the black 
studi!nts as perhaps unnecessary. 
They may view them as another · 
group of students on campus, 
that have demands or requests 
for services. It is very difficult 
sometimes to convey to these 
different entities, the facts tttat 
there are differences that simply· 
are not translatible into 
"student group"; that services 
are definitely favored· in the 
direction . of students who are 
active, who can get involved and 
who are maybe,. as individuals, 
able to do so. And unless they 
are ·individuals that are able to 
represent different - groups, as 
this is not so much the case fot 
-the black minority students who 
are on this campus, it'll sort of 
· lead to a very 'IA'neq ual 
distribution of services on this 
campus. 
And I think this is sort of what's 
happening, but it's also been 
charged that the students are 
making greater demands than are 
merited by their number. It's 
difficult, I suppose, for someone 
to understand this. So I don't 
think there is a great' deal of 
movement in either direction 
towards amelioration in that 
sen~e. People on both sides feel 
very threatened and alienated by 
the whole demand nature of the 
~itu.at_ion. If._.shoul~n't 
necessarfly (not) have to be like 
. that; it should. pe . a mutual-
. w_orking: -~ogether; .J,ut ·it .just'_ 
doesn't work" ·out ·that ·way .. I. 
think that is one of the realities 
that people have to become 
aware of, and just stop saying-
well, · "hands across the bridge" 
and things like that (Stevie 
Wonder: f.i ni,sJJ,es . singing 
"Superstition"), cause that's just 
not the . human nature thafs 
here, from what I have 
encountered sine~ . I've. · been . 
here. 
B ob V an Id e rs t i n e,, 
Communications major: ( to the· 
tune of "Superstition") 
Graduating from Ithaca College, 
The Ithaca College Food 
Committee has narrowed the 
field of food servic~ candidates 
to two. The two services. sliall 
remain nameless until th~ choice 
is made, in order to keep the 
selection process as · fair and 
objective as· possible. This fa 
privileged information which has 
come into this writer's hands, 
and technically should not be 
released to the public yet. It is in 
the interest of keeping the Food 
Committee a fully viable and 
co-operative effort between 
. students and administrators that 
these specifics be witlµleld. 
Originally, the Food, 
Committee asked for bids from 
six companies: C.M.I., Saga, 
A.R.A. Slater, Seiler, 
ServamaJion and Shamrock. 
Three of the caterers, including 
C.M.l., did not hand in 
proposals. A fourth was rejected 
because the cost was too high,_ 
$.60 more per day per student 
than either of the other two 
candidates. The difference in 
daily price per student between 
the two remaining services is 
about a nickel. However, the 
price• difference is not the 
determinant now, nor is the 
quality of food. ~·At this point," 
said Bob Howland, Director of 
Business Services, "it is the 
people who make the difference 
between companies. It is a 
WICB 
Continued from page 1 
non-speaking radio staff people 
present at interviews to act as 
.observers, and having . the 
selection made by either all staff 
members or the . entire .IC 
community. At. present; and it 
looks the !lam.e .for. the futµre, 
five or six people o·n the 
Executive Board privately seiect 
all new office-holders. . There 
continues to be no change in ·the 
. amount of input received qn 
staff members for Executive 
Board consideration. There still 
is 'no viable check system 
whereby it can be ascertained if 
those selected for positions are . 
truly the· most qualified. 
Although the faculty. may as a 
, whole consider applica_nts1 _since 
they have . not changed the 
process to. any . real degree,· 
disgruntled majors ask, can they 
really be relied on to act in the 
students' interests? 
Foll6wing the "new actions 
the faculty said . they. were 
implementing, wit.h regards to 
and making the proposals public 
. to insure fairness, they st~ted: I would say, is going to entail., 
some mix eel ..(eelings. Ki~ding, ''The fa~ulty moved. and 
mixed feelings I think are joy unanimously approved to study_ 
and relief. But thinking back the subject of application 
' OVer· the past : f QUr . years; it's. - . · proposals to a faculty and . 
gonna take-a few.yea~ to.realize student subcommittee for· 
what I've learned here,' and if I e V a 1 u a t i O n a n d 
can say anything about Ithaca recommendation."· It does not 
College from what I know now, say, however, when the study 
I ,think it's been, .it'_s· shown me will begin or when it will end. It 
the true sense of Hedonic life. might take a week, and it might 
That's what I say ab'out Ithaca take five years. Based on the 
College. almost no~-existent action the 
What about Communications faculty took on selection process 
Departme,it programs, have you \ recommendations, it seems five 
been pleasea with the progress years might be when they would 
being made? be willing to at least come 'to an 
It's been kind of a mix-up for agreement on whether o'r not 
me.lstartedintheTV-Rschool, this action should be 
t h e n transferred · into implemented. And 'this is not to 
Communication Management, say that it would be. 
which I feel is growing and it's 
going to be a good field. It gets 
help in TV -R, for which they do 
have excellent facilities, and very' 
good staff, an<l you get the 
business bac.kground too. I think 
they have gotten away from the 
sta~ant . TV-R school, and 
gotten into a more life-like TV-R 
and management backgrounds. 
. ' 
NON RESPONSIVENESS 
The non-responsiveness of the 
·'J.'V-R faculty to any real changes 
is astounding to many majors. 
· One faculty member asked this 
reporter to delefe i::erta'1n' quotes 
from the general . meeting . t_wo 
weeks ·ago. The faculty person 
also asked to read the article 
· management) whom we co , 
work better with, and t 
students could work bet 
with." · 
HOLDING LINFON BOARD 
Howland also stated that 
Food Committee was trying· 
hardest to · make sure th 
student board rates would n 
~be raised. If operating costs t 
out to be too high n 
·semester, vai:~ous proposals ha 
been put forth to keep co 
down. This· would invol 
limiting the scope of servi 
p'articularly at the Terrace din, 
' hall, which would .not serve a 
bre<!kfasts or_.any, weekends if 
becomes necessary. Anoth 
suggestion--wa-s--to-have-spe · 
only once a week instead of t 
present twice a week. Su 
reductions · would not 
likely, though, in view of 
reported $32,000. profit 
lthaca -College __ room and boa: 
fees for this y.ear. 
· The Food · Committee 
awaiting the · second, mo. 
detailed proposals from t 
remaining catering ca-ndidat 
They will meet Friday to d1>c 
them ·and hopefully ha\e 
decision by early next week ~ 
Howland has made the assuran 
that the student body will 
notified of the decision in ~om 
.manner as soon as it is mad: 
since The Ithacan will not 
published ne~t week. 
before· i~- wa~·J>11nted. Anoth 
·facuJty -me.m·ber, althou 
chairing the. meeting, ·failed I 
carry his responsibility of calli 
a fac~lty meeting to discus~ th 
recommendations made by th 
stud'ents. He also failed 
distribute the copies of t 
pi:gposals --to the re~t. of t 
fa c.u 1 t y .. An-other TV 
· facuity member said the facul. 
co_uld not act. until they had t 
co pies, although they we, 
available on the TV-R offi 
· walls, . in the.' Ithacan, ~nd on 
tape ·of the meeting. The facul:. 
advisor, who· is the only nth 
pe,son besides the generc 
manager. who is present at tt 
interviews, stat~d at a fa.:uli. 
meeting some time ago th! 
there w·as no need even to hJve 
·meeting to discuss the se\ectIO' 
process. 
The la~t' item stated by tt 
faculty is that "it should 
re-affirmed that all Ithaca Colleg 
students may approach th 
Television-Radio faculty, th 
WICB · radio general· manag~r 
any member • . of' ··the WIC 
executive board V 'i-eg;n'ding ar., 
matter or ·concern". After th 
failure of the· faculty to act t 
any great degree, after the nc1 
general manager's comments 
. the me.eting ·two ·weelcs ago tha 
: · members of the Executive Boa~ 
were "sorri~ of.my best friends'\ 
·· and after . the Execu'tive Boarl 
: itself has ·tieen accused 
elitism, there appears to b: 
considerable basis fo, 
questioning the validity of th!' 
statement. 
FACULTY AVERSE 
TO CHANGE 
The meeting that took pli 
two weeks ago concerned 
controversy. . of elitism at I 
radio station . ..RecommendaitO 
to insure fairness in the fut· 
were made .. But the conclusi 
that the faculty has come to 
that there is no need for anY r 
changes in this aspect. BY 1 
actions they have taken, all th 
have insµred is that there- will 
enough time given to 
selection. However, i.o.tervie 
are still hidden from the pub 
eye, and selectiqn: for Gen 
Manager is mad: oril~ .bY the 0 
Continued on page 7 
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By· Richard J.'Daly 
Now t~j the "conspiracy of silence" which all 
too lo_ng·shrouded the sordid Watergate sclfndal is 
being rent asunder, there is,,reason to believe that 
all those p~rsons involved in this 'dispitable affair . 
will be exposed and forced to suffer ·the penalties f -
of the law and · the sanctions <lf public opinion. 
Respect for constitutional government, a hallmark 
-of American conservatism, demands that all the 
guilty be . punished, -.even if jncluded in that 
number is __ the President of the United States. 
Indeed, should it be revealed that President-Nixon 
was directly implicated in the planning, operation -
or subsequent cover-up of the Watergl!te affair, he 
should either resign his office or, failing that, be 
impeached. Nothing less can restore the· 
confidence of the American people in their basic 
institutions.- __ 
Unfortunately, many of the liberal critics of the 
Nixon Administration show· less concern for the 
damage done to the constitut-ional processes by 
the- Watergate_ scandal than for the political or 
ideological profit it might reap for them. Already 
liberal commentators are trying to assess to what 
extent their ideological cohorts in the Congress 
can "use" the scandal as a political. club to force 
more concessions __from an embarassed Nixon 
Administration.- For example, not, more than 
fifteen minutes aftt}r Nixon's, clumsy disavowal 
speech on TV last week, Daniel Schorr of CBS was 
saying that the time was ripe to resurrect the Great 
Society·, to replace -(,)_range County conservatives 
\\ry.th (CBS affiliated?) liberals on the White House 
staff. It says little about the current state of 
American liberalism .to remark t~at its spokesmen 
receive each Watergate revelation with hoots of 
glee instead of_ exclamations of outrage. But then, 
• for these schizophrenic moralists, it is nothing 
more than a ma'tter of tic for tac, of Watergate for 
Chappaq1Mick! 
•• 0by P. Newman There· are, always have been, and probably 
always will be, men who make known their 
opinions concerning the abortion argument. I will 
not take issue with this, for everyone is entitled to 
and should form an opinion.· However, bow this 
decision can be m~de' by nien is· far beyond my 
·-comprehension. There is- much that is lacking in 
the male experience which makes him ineligible to 
oppose abortion. All legal and intellectual 
ar..ru!_ments put aside, no man can conceive of 
what it is like to be a female, ~ 5 years old with all 
of life ahead, and· pregnant. For this fact alone all 
that a man may say which opposes abortion, every 
legal and moJ;'Sl' line in - the book, ·becomes 
unimportant. . . 
The whole· abortion debate has always been as 
much- emotional as legal. For -the patriarchal 
structure to_ give up control of women, especially 
the most fundani'ental control of women's bodies 
as a means of .reprod_uction, means the loss of 
emotional and actual sense of superiority. 
The vocal· Right-to-Lifers give shrill outcries of 
all sorts but ignore the I 972 Gallup Poll showing 
64 per cent of the general population and 54 per 
cent of the Catholic population to be in favor of a 
woman's right to choose. Those who were in favor 
of reforming repressive abortion laws are accused 
of adv'ocating al:11;,rtion when, in fact, they were 
really· advocating an- - individual woman's freedom-
to decide f6r .or against. 
Anti-abort_ion' officials. ~ve stood up _before 
male-dominate_!i -legislatures and displayed bottled 
One senses-that the joyful delin'illn of liberals is 
r~oted, moreover, in a deepseated hatred of 
Richard Nixon the mari. For some twenty-five 
years 'liberals have passionately hated Nixon with 
an irrational intensity; ever since he exposed Alger 
Hiss, liberalism's Prince Charming of the l 940's, as 
a Communist spy, "Tricky Dick" has been 
anathema.,to them. From Herblock's cartoons in 
the Washington Post to distorted caricatures in 
The Ithacan, one witnesses the smear brushes of 
the Nix(?~ hater, old and new. Little wonder., then, 
that they gleefully pounce on him now. 
-- Even among the academic smart set at Ithaca 
College it is apparent that political advantage and 
ideological fervor govern reaction to the',Watergate 
scandal. To sense the attitude of campus liberals, . 
one need only to notice their lusty shrills of joy 
when they pick up the most recent editions of the 
New York Times; seldom, if ever, do they shake. 
their heads and decry corruption as such; rather, 
they all but scream to their assembled colleagues: 
"Hey, yet another piece of evidence against that 
bastard!"- The case itself hardly interests them; it's 
Nixon tl1.ey want to humiliate, to destroy. For this 
· reason, conservatism about Watergate revolves not 
so much around the question, "How and why did 
it occur?", as ab.out such self-righteous expletives 
as "I always krrew he was like that!" In short, 
Watergate at long last affords many campus 
liberals a rare sado-mas_ochistic experience. 
Na tu rally, conservatiyes find themselves 
somewhat in a quandary when confronted with 
the "I-told-you-so" exhultations of liberal 
colleagues. The triumphant snickering repulses 
them, but ·they must admit that Watergate sickens 
them. After all, they did vote for the man whose 
agents now stand indicted. At the same time, 
however, they feel compelled to come to Nixon's 
defense, not so much for his role in the scandal--
hardly worthwhile, in any case, since "innocent 
until proven guilty" is an adage liberals can never 
.accept concerning Nixon -- but simply because 
their adversaries are unfairly tainting all 
conservatives with their anti-Nixon smears. For 
reasons of their own making, however, 
conservatives do find it difficult to separate Nixon 
the politician from Nixon the conservative. 
Unlike liberals; however, conservatives can 
extricate themselves from their supposed ·dilemma. 
Quite simply, all- they have to do is to separate 
commitment to principle from allegiance to an 
individual. There cannot and must not be a Cult of 
the 'Personality for conservatives; if an individual 
betrays principle, he must be jettisoned. No 
personal loyalty to Nixon can stand iri the way of 
maintaining respect for the spirit.and substance of 
the Constitution. Bluntly·stated, if Nixon is guilty, 
then suffer he -must the penalty. Here, in· sharp 
contrast to those cowardly liberals who could not 
excommunicate an Alger Hiss in 1948, 
conservatives in l 973 can demonstrate that, if 
circumstances require, they have the courage to set 
aside one of their own. 
Finally, two thoughts should comfort 
conservatives as the Watergate revelations continue 
to unfold. First, the system of government, with 
its checks and balances, has once again proved 
itself in this crisis. The Republic will not collapse 
because of the scandal; rather, it will be 
strengthened. Anthony Lewis, Tom Wicker, the· 
~Center for Democratic- Studies and other statists 
notwithstanding, our supposedly outdated 18th 
century structures are solid and relevant. Second, 
even if Nixon should · go, conservatives, who 
bitterly remember his NEP and F AP, will not 
regret his leaving, particularly since his successor in 
the Office of the Presidency would be none other 
than ... Spiro Agnew. (Let the liberals choke on 
that the next time they chortle over the Watergate 
scandal!) 
FREEDOM: TO CHOOSE 
fetuses and wept for life, but - they ignored the 
growing children who are starved, abandoned and 
variously, abused. Often the most vocal advocates 
of the unborn were and are the same legislators 
who vote against welfare programs and school 
lunch appropriations for children already born. 
They wept for the sanctity of life but shed no 
tears for the children and adults we have killed in 
Indochina. They ignore the fact that women have 
never advocated 11bortion as a form of birth 
control, that most women who seek abortions 
already have childrcil, and_ ihat the decision to 
have an abortion is never made lightly. 
Have the anti•abortion spokesmen considered 
the number of women who have died as a result of 
· the "butcher shop". abortions1 What about the 
knitting needle techniques? Certainly the danger of 
self-destruction__ in the ·well publicized and · 
just-as-illegal drug scene has been -an area of far 
greater concern. The bottled fetuses and magnified 
photographs of aborted fetuses are rarely 
contradicted -with photographs of dead women -
the . women. who have suffered from illegal and 
unskilled abortion procedures. Nevertheless, the 
pictures are many, lyirig in the fileS:...of medical 
examiners throughout the country. The women 
who have been murdered as a result of other 
people's moral and-re)igious co~ctions represent 
the real horror stories. - . 
Medical re~earcb has shown that a fetus does 
not experience pain. Pain is a learned response. 
The real point is that a fetus is art of a woman's 
body _!Jntil it is born. Anti-abortion laws give 
fetuses rights that living people do not enjoy. No 
human's right to life includes the use of another 
human being's body and life support system 
against that individual's will. 
The belief in fetal rights and the state's right to 
regulate the production of humans has resulted in 
unnecessary anguish for the following women: 
- The middle-aged mother whose own doctor told 
her to discontinue the Pill for health reasons and 
then refused to abort her unwanted pregnancy. 
- The 49 year old grandmother who discovered 
she was pregnant three weeks before her second 
child's wedding. 
- The pregnant mother of a mildly retarded infant 
·who is told that her ~hild's chances for normal 
growth would be severely jeopardized by the entry 
of a second child into the family. 
- The 14 year old who doesn't want to be a 
mother while still a child. 
The cases are real. It is unlikely that any of the 
women here wanted to have an abortion or that 
·they looked upon the operation lightly. Regardless 
of what Right-to-Lifers choose to believe, or what 
· so many male legislators argue, women· have never 
glorified abortion. They have never said: "It's the 
form of birth control we choose." Instead, the 
message has been free choice - that if a woman 
finds herself in a position where abortion is the 
plausible-option to a diminished life, then she 
alone should decide her own fate. 
P. Newman 
.E.O.P~ BACKST AB.BERS 
---· 
By Brenda V emer - "c_ultural shock" (a Black · to a welfare stigma. This stigma bungling) of the college 
student being thrown into a implies that.you (Blackstuder,t) administration via the 
the students of, thousands -of 
dollars. The third was described 
by the second as "a castrating 
matriarchal bitch"; and woe to 
the "I told you so's" of our 
departed con-artist, we have seen 
what he said come to pass. They 
say, "It takes ·one to know one." 
What kind or·· reflective tofally · white·' environment); are intellectually inferior, you iincompetent, inflexible, 
tement can_ a Black student because Blaclc · "high-risk" (Black student) · are receiving paternalistic, short-sighted, and 
a k e u p p n h i s / h e· r students are generally l>ilingual welfare, in spite of the fact that in the last case, power-hungry 
mmencement- from Ithaca as well as bicultural. So you see, you may. owe two to six persons appointed to. the 
llcge? What sort of analytical the terms ''disadvantaged'\ thousand dollars when you leave directorship of the H.E.O.P. 
mment can a Black .-·Ko.P. "cultui:ally deprived'', "socially_ school. You (Black student) are program on this camp1:1s, which 
Udent make· upon · her/his: disadvantaged", "'mino~ty'', ~nd not' socially · or ·mentally makes the program intolerable. 
~arture from what , was .· "primitive" do not apply· to equipped to have influence over The Black E.0.P. graduates of 
OJected to be ·a· "rewarding . ·Qtick students_· nor - to Black your destiny while you're here, the class of '73 have- been under 
~r-year expe~~'ce~·· ·as· a people· in general. _. They ai:e therefore,-you do as we (E.0.P. .,the directorship of three, if 
/man. Unfortunately, -the'. simply mythical-jargon u5e9 by dir-ector ,·an.d · college you'll excuse the pun, "E.O.P. 
e_~ent that 1'11!1,V~_heard f~om ... 'sociologists.,• psych-ologists, administrators) tell you or be directors". The first, was/is an 
~ctical!y · _ev~ery .. _ .. ~duating, -histo~, etc., to_ overshadow sorry;· you ever opened your extremely warm and gracious 
k senior-over the past f9ur _ th~ ·true .. proble·m- ·economic mout,i. : . · woman who simply was not 
ars has been; ~·· hope l .rlever . ·-opi,'ression. - . . . . ~s depressing as it may be, it pi:epared to deal with the 
this motherfucka againP~:·1 ~ · It is·ibis' economic oppression is. not· the· ·suotle nor blatant administrative requirements 
rather sad,dened to·. a<id"my-. ·:wbtch ·,Jeads,-us·, -to .the real 'and racism that Black students suffer. which the office demands (and 
_e voice ·)o~ that. of". thcf , u~ pic:ible~_whl;ch. ev_ery Black .. at·thellands'o_f faculty and s~aff the college administration knew 
~arted cro~~;--· :·:.:. ·. _ · · ·;. ~-~~n,~_-,c~1f'-or:o~f__~~O.P. faces which·_ -make~ .. this -. four-year · that when they hired her). The 
hese sentiments-do not.stem · -·daily •. Because·an Bla~'stud~mls ... : ·ol>&tacte:.:, ·course distasteful. second was a stuttering 
Ill. ~hat : J __ ; .Ji.ea.rd·_- one· . high, : ~ :.e.o~~ci'ett.' 'E.OJ'>st\ld.ents, , .. Conveisely,,)t'- · 1s.; ·the ·~direct · con-art is~ who ripped off the 
m1n1strat0Ji;.~.; re(~--- .to .. -as·. >ev~r:y:--Bllick ·student;if: ~ubjected .• _· racism (or could it b&-0litrageous school, bu't more -importantly, 
.J~~~s ~i~.~;~i;i~iii~~~ ;;~.,;~,~C;c, : ,;i , ,si ; : <~ ; , . . . . · · 
However; what can we say, 
what can I --say? l can say that 
some of us have tried. We have 
tried to rectify the situation. 
Last summer, we . spent two 
months .in caucus (seniors and 
other concerned students) 
revamping the entire structure of· 
the program. We submitted the 
structure to the then prospective 
third director for her-acceptance.,. 
It was made clear that if she 
accepted the new structure, we 
-would in turn support.. her 
Continued on page 4 
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Knowledge is a deadly friend 
· When nobody sets the rule~ 
The fate of all mankind I see 
Is in the hands of fools 
Peter Sinfield 
wanton murder of the-·brothers at San Quentin and Attica. We 
remember the promises of peace· and how they were drowned out-by 
the blasts of bombs. And now, as the wa,r winds on and the prisons 
and ghettos scream in rebellion; as our "free press" is gagged and our 
environment worsens; now after Richard Nixon has been reelected 
to carry out his pledges of law and order, now we have Watergate. 
Next week many of us will leave Ithaca College for good; caps and'. 
gowns- those symbols of normalcy- shrouding four years of inner 
chaos, anxieties and frustrations. "A small chunk out of one's life," 
a fellow senior calls these "golden years". We've paid our dues, often 
twice over. Hopefully, ideally, we're much the wiser from it all. 
And folks, it's about time. -
Couid there be a better explanation forthe deep-rooted anxieties 
and frustrations than this sense of distrust for our leaders which we 
I • 
now recogmze so clearly?How can_ we, the so~called "leaders of 
tomorrow", expect to follow _in the footsteps of men such as these? 
We've become skilled in our disciplines- generally through 
traditional instruction, sometimes through radical departure from 
the academic norm. Yet today we're probably asking ourselves· just 
how valuable those skills are as we confront the bureaucratic, 
nightmare. ·some of us will have fobs while others plan to let it ride 
for awhile. The critical question we must ask ourselves, however, is 
whether we will now begin to institute the clianges we believe are 
necessary as we link up with society. 
We as graduating seniors must face up to the responsibilities a free 
and healthy country demands. We should work to strengthen the 
communities we will live in rather than wait for pronouncements 
from Washington or the state legislature. We should never stop 
questioning the people influencing Ollr. lives, be they employers, 
parents, or politicians. Apathy can no longer be an excuse. 
For some seniors, Ithaca College has been a four year field day. 
If tlle last .four years are any indication, ·the men in power have 
increasingly come under attack. We have seen our peers gunned 
down at Kent State and J~ckson State. We _have witnessed the 
For others, it no doubt shook them to their wits end. Believe it, 
there are 111ore changes in store. Let's just hope we are now ready to 
deal with them. 
TO THE EDITOR: 
It seems that all evil and 
mysterious things happen in 
darkness. ls Ithaca College 
unaware of the elements lurking 
in S Lot? 
Money. It costs everyone the 
same amount to register a. car 
· with Ithaca College. The 
bureaucracy bestows all its faith 
in a rigid caste system. In short, 
all freshmen are assigned parking 
permits for unlighted S Lot. 
Could this be a plot to keep 
freshmen in the dark? 
Mr.-Lou Withiam, coordinator 
of Safety and Security, agreed 
that the majority of car damage 
and robbery at IC occurs in S 
Lot. However, the College does 
not feel 9bligated to make· any 
reparations to the owners of 
damaged · cars. One IC student 
whose car has been damaged 
four times,. wrote a letter to 
Safety stating that he would not 
park in S Lot anymore. 
Although there is additional 
parking space in M Lot, 
according to Mr. Withiam, his 
car will be ticketed unless he 
parks in diabolical S Lot. 
The problem of parking lot 
crimes has existed as long as 
parking lots have. Yet it a·ppears 
that Ithaca ·college is more 
interested· in enhancing its 
aesthetic image than protecting 
its students, For instance, is it 
more important to illuminate 
the outer walls of the Garden 
Apartments so that all of Ithaca 
proper can stand in awe, or to 
light a parking lot to help insure 
the safety of students and their 
vehicles? Is there so much traffic 
on' the outer walls of the P.A. 
building theatres that they merit 
lights.? Even the College's horses 
are protected in a barn. Yet, 
picture a poor little Pinto getting 
its hub caps stolen in S Lot. 
Isn't it Time-long overdue-, 
that Ithaca College re-evaluate 
its priorities? Perhaps they 
already have. According to Mr. 
Withiam, as part of a long term 
$30,000 dollar lighting project, 
S Lot will get seven lights next 
year. But the first order of 
business is lighting for the rear 
entrance to Ithaca College, 
which is already illuminated by 
street lights on Coddington 
Road. Typical. 
D'. Scott Wallace 
TO THE EDITOR: 
It seems to me that a college 
with a physical eductaion 
department as reputable as that 
of Ithaca College WO\Jld have a 
facility as basic as a track. The 
fact that Ithaca College has no 
running facilities whatsoever is 
well known to both members of 
attend. The time and place will 
_ be posted in the P.E. building. 
Sincerely, 
Paul E: Shields 
A track team member 
TO THE EDITOR: 
It seems to me that the media 
of this nation are not only 
finding news to report, but 
sometimes making that news big 
news if. there is nothing else 
· worthy and interesting enough 
for their audiences. For if there 
is no one to read or listen to it, 
there will be no one adv~rtising, 
-and the· media will shrink to the 
status of information bureaus. 
. This would, of course, be quite 
. unfortunate, but greater 
. · distinction as to what is big news 
and what the editors think will 
sell as big news should be 
·implemented. 
the track team· as.. well as the The way in which the ' 
many jogging enthusiasts on this· Watergate In~ident is being 
i;ampus. reported has been the one thing 
On Monday, in a meeting held that has made this scandal· of 
with Provost Darrow and Dean . ; such great interest and 
Koch, the 1973 _ track team.· importance to this nation's 
voiced its protest on the lack of peoples. It has, in fact, made for 
proper ~caching; equipment, good embarrassing talk around 
scheduling and especially a . the world. However, news 
track. Like a similar meeting worthy of concern at this time 
held last year, no~hing was has been given much less 
a c c o m p Ii sh c d and no coverage than it -deserves.· Such 
commitments were made as to news includes - Immigrant Jews 
when and where a track would returning to the Soviet Union; 
be built. Provost Darrow side the extended bombing of 
stepped questions and claimed Cambodia; the new wage and 
to be "ignorant" of the history price freezes; and world 
of track plans. President Phillips, . environmental disorders. 
who was also supposed to be in 
attendance at this meeting was, 
of course, out of town. 
It's not as though we're asking 
for ·something new, we just-want 
what has been taken from us. A 
few years ago Ithaca College had 
a track; it, now lies buried 
beneath a new football field. To 
anyone who's interested in 
running at alf, a track would 
provide a safe, season·round area 
in which to jog.' 
There will be another meeting 
with the Provost, Dean and the 
·President (if -we're lucky)· on 
May 16th. Anyone wishing to 
support th/s effort show Id 
So, let's read and listen ·to 
·_-what the media is trying to sell 
· · us as high priority, important, 
· .. newsworthy events and issues. 
·But if you feel uncomfortable 
·. _about the way and to what e~Jent 
,: news coverage is leading you, the 
:. audience, then let the editors 
· know. Although t!J,e media have 
. · to sell a· product, remember it' 
: . has an obligation · to keep its 
.,:audience completely ·and 
unbiasedly informed of all 
· _worthy news. 
Bruce Ringstrom 
Vincino M·einorial Fu.nd 
On February 8, 1973; Tony give ·will help greatly. This especially by those who were' 
Vinci"no was killed in a tragic car money will be used to acquire a greeted by him each morning at' 
accident and Ithaca College Jost suitable memorial for To9y_.and breakfast whicli'Tony personally 
a fine friend. The Resident may be _used to purchase library opened a few minutes early each 
Advisors of the Terraces under books in his ·memory or the day so that student teachers 
Continued from page 3 
appointment to the directorship 
of the program. She accepted, 
and we supported her, in spite of 
our grave doubts concerning her 
."modoils operandi". But as the 
saying goes, "You knew l· was a 
big black· snake when yotr took 
me in,,'' We ·took it in and got 
bit. She told us she was not 
bound by that agreement. And 
that was the end of that. 
Since then, various and 
sundry events have transpired 
under the guidance of our 
he·avy-handed authority figure. 
For example, a student who 
would have been classified as a 
junior had to take a medical 
leave because of a back injury. 
When she requested' papers for 
continuance on' the' program the 
following semester, she was told 
i. H. S. 
that· ·t!lete · was- -no man 
therefore, ~he could not er, 
the program. Yet several 0 
students, who had no p, 
commitment from the offi 
including a transfer student f 
Cornell University, w 
accepted after a commit• 
student was turned down. 
Other highly questionable 
of this person-of-power incl 
refusing to readmit a student 
medical leave because she di 
approve of a development in 
personal relationship betw 
him and another female stud 
on the program; going down 
the Ithaca police and gil° 
names of students who • 
wrongfully accused of b · 
members of ,a "check-boun · 
ring", and giving one of 
students until three o'clock 
afternoon to confess un 
threat that his funds would 
cut, which resulted in ano 
Con_tlnued on page 12. 
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the supervision of R.A. Randy establishment of a scholarship in would have the opp~rtunity to And other helpful folks ... 
Penvose, anl now organizing a his name. The memorial will be .cat before leaving for school.- · ~ .. 
· 1 f d d · ,. h d t · d b th t f In lt'~e Tony Vi"nc'tno···gave so Published wnkly during the school year 111ccept for the third memona un nve m t e e ermine Y e amoun o •' week In October and the flnt and, third weeks In Novemb•r.· 
memory of their colleague, In donations collected. much to people simply because SECOND CL,l~SS· ~STAGE PAID ·A'r ffHACA,-'NEW 
the 'next few years you will be Tony Vincino was a Junior tie cared for them_ g'enuinely - VORK, 14850• · Poilff!aiter please, send- -Form 3579· to· B~11ness Mgr., _The . Ithacan, ~est Tow,er,, ltha~ College, 
seeing , posters and donation History major who was active in Won't-you give now? Make a . Ithaca, New Vortc 14850; Sub1c:n11\lolt·cost-$7.sO . .Edltor1a1 
boxes in the dining halts· o'f the many campus activities. In toast to Tc,ny and'in the place of : views rllfl~ lb.eJlplnloft of the Edltorlai'Baa,d.'Th•:ir 11• 1ther 
reflect the offfi:ll!,1 POllt!osi oUthaca Collete nor n1c1ss1rt1y 
campus and may be approached addition to his job o( Residei;it the drink'you m~y l_tave, 'bought ·~ lndlo1t1 tha, consensus.,of the studen_t body. The lthaCan 
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Divine lig/Jt (Ind t/Je Jesus Sweepsf(l/(es 
- ' 
by Tom Threlkeld 
I 
In the past three or four 
cks, a spiritual controversy 
ncerning the Messianic 
alifications of Jesus the 
rist, has occupied· a good deal , 
space in the Ithacan 's pages. 
at this discussion has 
ecially borne out is the great 
ference of 'opinions which 
,+ I 
know if the stranger may turn 
out to be the Messiah. Just 
judging by Maharaj's avowed 
·declarations of establishing 
peace in this world, and the 
kingdom of heaven on earth 
makes you think of the 
possibility. 
THE POINT 
and ,;1o, occur when human 
~ds ~ttempt to . interpret 
ipture and intellectually or 
otionally ascertain the truth 
the Almighty. · 
The invalidity of emotional 
uments is clear. But there are 
0 great faults with tlie 
ellectual approach. Too often 
c\lectuals become ensnared in 
at debates arising fr(?m the 
bigu1t1es of language, 
biguities which become 
c re asingly difficult to 
mate in. a book of the 
!e's scope. For words are 
ercntly ambiguous. Meanings 
ngc daily, and are modified 
situations, and 
minds. A ,word's 
aning is not universal. The 
rd, ambiguous, itself no doubt 
ans different things to 
ferent people. What I am 
"ting right now will be viewed 
different ways by different 
pie at iiifferent times under 
fcrcnt circumstances. Words 
necessary for interpersonal 
munication but they are not 
any means absolute. Daily 
erience of misunderstandings 
ween another person and 
esclf bears this out. Worldly 
m munication, be it oral, 
·uen or otherwise, must be 
en as such, subject to the 
lity and capriciousness of our 
thcr Earth. 
BEYOND THE MIND 
<\nd .. ..yet, -·man attempts - to 
ch, via the mind, something . 
t is far beyond· our material 
nds: something .that created, 
in due time will destroy, our 
ds, namely God. God is so 
above-intellect, above mind, 
man persists in trying to 
ate, or attain, through the 
d, that which is uncreatable 
indestructible. Man · too 
en feels that only through 
rcct inte.rpretation of the 
le as in the "case in 
cstion," he can. comprehend 
truth of the universe. We use 
r imperfect minds · and, 
ough interpretation . of 
nuscripts which have been' 
nslated, permuted and 
,formed through the ~ges, 
empt to gain that whfoh is 
feet. Scholars argue that we 
st be able to .. read the Bible in 
original Hebrew and Greek 
ts in order to understand it 
ectly. But even then how can 
realization would then be: 
limited to individual capabilities, 
to individual finite min'ds, even 
limited to the extent of the 
scripture itself. It would be 
limited to these intellectuals, -to 
people able in these areas. What 
happens to those of God's 
children who are blind, or 
retarded? Are they to b,e 
excluded by their Father from 
this realization and 
understandiJlg of Him? No, for 
the Father loves His children, all 
of them, witho1,1t exception. 
And therefore He has made 
realization of the truth very. 
simple, so that all His sons and 
daughters can attain it. 
But we get too wrapped up in 
our minds, and are misled by the 
conception that realization of 
truth is very complex, and 
' attainable only through gteat and 
agonizing mental exertion. But 
God is very far out. He 
completely surpasses all these 
earthly notions in His supreme 
logic, and perfection. And 
realization of the truth about 
Him is, in His divine way, 
perfectly simple and natural. 
It is not to be gained by 
intellectual methods. We cannot 
comprehend His great works for 
they are beyond our 
understanding. And emotional 
methods are incapable in their 
· dual nature of highs and lows to 
gain. the purity .. of this singular 
truth. But it can be simply and 
perfectly reali.zed tl\,rough dire.ct 
experience of knowledge of 'the 
. truth. 
HOW? 
Which· is all well and good, 
but just how is that done? Most 
· of the lthacan's readers have no 
doubt he·ard of Satguru Maharaj 
Ji, the fifteen year old "Perfect 
Master" by now. Maharaj Ji gives 
sincere seekers · of truth the 
direct inner experience of that 
which they are after. This is 
what is'generally reflrred to as 
"knowledge". It is the personal, 
but at the same time universal 
experience of the great Light, 
which John the Baptist was sent 
to bear witness. of. It is the 
experience of perfect divine 
harmony, the "rushing winds" 
or· the New Testament (Acts 
2:2). It is drinking of the living 
waters that "well up into 
heaven" (John 4). It is to learn 
and remember -as · often as 
possible· the "unspeakable gift" 
(2 Cor. 9: 15) of His Holy Name. 
And by experiencing these 
sc men completely avoid the 
alls of ambiguity of even 
sc texts, for they are stiil 
Ject to the faults of language 
rpretation. Even - assuming 
. divine perfection of · thise • 
mats, it would seem a gross 
take to say that the readers 
?cm are alsQ divinely perfect 
_'lVers an<.l-,,1:ransmitters Of 
tr mcanings~~t to be 
sect with the company of 
h a divine int_erpreter. Bible 
olars are fine people, they 
things, by meditating on them (see 
I Tim. 4:14-15), one realizes· 
· truth and is made free and 
perfect by it. 
CStly attempt to -find this 
h and relay it to us, but 
n they too often, e..ven 
nably, fall victim to the 
erfcctions of- our mortal 
ds. 
WHO AMONG US 
~~ how man_y .among us can, 
course of human ev.ents 
ornc _completely, or as riearly 
Possible, knowledgeable in· 
e texts. Such knowledge 
~Ot . be a p~erequisite '-to 
\11g knowledge · at: _.,truth. 
Y God doesn't.harbor any 
1 
that through -these bci6ks. 
ruth Will.be. ~realized.· Such'-· 
, -r ,.' , ' . • 
--
The purity. of the knowledge· 
of truth erases the duality of 
life, the good and bad, ups and 
downs, ins and cuts, ancl makes 
it singular in perfection, in love, 
peace and joy. By practical 
experience of, this knowledge 
one gains permanent happiness, 
not the· transient . jol_ -~f. the 
earthly life. The knowledge 
never leaves a person, never can, 
for it is the energy which is 
keeping us all alive, it is that 
"spark of life". It is in everyone 
alive, not just p~ople who have 
"r.eceived the knowledge"; not 
even non-believers can escape 
this. b_asic,. fact.. lt _has always 
been·with us·and always shall be, 
for_ it is the· energy of God, 
uncreatab)I! . il'nd undestroyable: . 
· .. - AN,TI-CHRIST?:S'AT AN? .. 
.. Becau~·-·.:tne· ··mwtitude· ··or 
'(•. ' 
• ,.~ ... j. ".( 
people who have. "rei:erved 
knowledge" are sincerely, even 
fanatically, devoted to serving' 
Satguru Maharaj Ji in "spreading 
the knowledge", many religious 
people and believers in Christ 
have _ attacked Maharaj as being 
"Anti-Christ", "from Satan", or 
Satan himself. 
Maharaj Ji 'has often explained 
that to know who he really is, 
one· must realize this knowledge. 
If references to Biblical passages 
are necessary to jud~e whether 
the "fruits"of the knowledge are 
of Christ or not, one'need only 
look to Galatians, Chapter 5, 
where it explains what works are 
"of the flesh" and which are "of 
Christ". Among the works of the 
flesh are such items as "adultery, 
fornication, uncleanness, 
lasciviousness, hatred," etc. 
Those· of Christ are "love, peace, 
joy, gentleness, meekness" etc. 
And sans doute Maharaj Ji's fruit 
'from the knowledge is all of 
·Christ, and does "crucify" the 
works of the flesh. If proof be 
needed, either receive the 
knowledge or observe 
practitioners of it. Their actions, 
their love, is indubitably of 
Christ. 
As for Satan, a thesis could be 
written to show otherwise, if 
one needs material proof, 
instead of personal, inner, 
experiential proof. But just 
think of what Satan offers man. 
I 
• 
·He offers all worldly things, all 
worldly power. When he 
tempted Christ in the wilderness, 
his great offer was to give Jesus -
' power over all the kingdoms of 
the earth, so that Jesus might 
worship him. But Maharaj offers, 
through the knowledge, the 
kingdom of heaven. Not even 
Satan could make that offer to 
.Jesus Christ, who would have 
been Satan's greatest "saptive". 
These fears seem far-fetched, 
even preposterous to one such as 
. me, who has received the 
knowledge. Why, it would be 
much more logical to view the 
arrival as the second coming of 
Christ (or first coming, 
depending on your view of 
Jesus). In the course of extended 
readings of the Bible, it has 
become clear to me that a much 
better scriptural case can be 
built for the "Messiahship" of 
Maharaj Ji, than for the other 
choices. Although I don't care to 
make a judgment on this fact, 
for I don't subscribe to it, it is a 
very reasonable possibility. If 
one thing is clear from my 
Biblical reading, it is that God 
cannot be held to any earthly 
time concepts, or even earthly 
concepts for that matter, and no 
one knows the time of His 
coming. It is in fact a Jewish 
custom of hospitality to treat all 
strangers well, for you never 
But all this is beginning to 
stray away from the point I have 
been trying to make. The point 
is t-hat God cannot be 
understood or realized through 
the intellect, nor through 
emotion. It is a matter of direct 
experience of His truth. In this 
way, one is not going to 
understand the knowledge which 
is being spread so quickly by 
Maharaj Ji, except if one receives 
it, has it revealed where inside 
him it lies, and experiences it. 
We could argue all day, even for 
eternity, about its qualifications, 
about misquoted, 
misinterpreted, out-of-context 
Biblical passages, about its 
satanic overtones, or whatever 
can be dreamed up, b~t these 
words cannot expain knowledge 
for you. They arc subject to all 
the same imperfections that 
anyone's words are in this 
material world. Understand 
merely this, that the knowledge, 
that God, cannot be realized by 
intellect or emotion. To 
understand the perfection of this 
knowledge, you must "receive" 
and experience it. In fact, I'll go 
as far as to say don't believe a 
word I have said about it (if you 
,wish). Believe whatever you 
desire, ask any questions you 
want, just don't try to 
understand what it is until you 
have experienced it, for you 
,can't even begin to imagine it. 
"Try it, you'll like 
it!,"--Satguru Maharaj Ji 
COMMENT ROCK'S OFF 
By Dave Tobias 
On Tuesday of this week, 
Governor Rockefeller signed 
into law the nation's toughest 
,anti-drug legislation. This bill 
provides 'for mandatory 
minimum sentences for persons 
convicted of selling nearly any 
·mega! drug (with the exception 
of marijuana and hashis-h), 
limited plea bargaining- in drug 
cases, as well as lifetime parole 
supervision by the State Police. 
His reasons for enacting such 
harsh legislatit>n was that present 
lenient programs are ineffective 
and that there was considerable 
public pressure for such a move. 
The bill, as passed, is 
considerably more lenient that 
in its original form, which 
provided for mandatory life 
imprisonment for convicted drug 
pushers. 
This newly-enacted law has a 
plentitude of flaws which defeat 
the original. purpose of the bill. 
Plea bargaining is one of the 
most powerful and effective 
tools that any district attorney 
has with which to catch the 
higher 0ups in · any criminal 
organization. By limiting the 
scope of this tool, Rockefeller 
has acknowledged that he is 
unable to and/or unwilling to go· 
the limit in apprehending and 
convicting major drug 
traffickers. This. means that he is 
principally aiming his bill at the 
small-time user/seller who 
realizes only a fraction of the 
percentage of the pro'fits which 
make the drug trade so lucrative. 
The large-scale ·drug pusher will 
remain free to establish _ new ~ 
channels of drug. flow to. the 
users-who are. willing to- take 
risk$ in,order .to maintain their · 
small profits (if dealers) and to 
stay high themselves. 
. Lifetime parole supervision by 
the State Police is something 
which only a very few people 
would desire for themselves. 
Rockefeller, however, supposes 
that certain people who 
participate in cei:tain 
activities-which have been, by 
law, proscribed as 
anti-social-are de.serving of this 
Nazi-style treatment. Granted, it 
may be said that certain 
individuals' activities might be 
deemed as detrimental to the 
general well-being 6f the society 
, in which they reside-in that 
case, putting them under the 
watchful eye of "der 
Staatspolizei" will not 
necessarily keep th<;m from 
committing further anti-social 
acts. On the contrary, it may 
drive 1-them insane and they 
might shoot their parole officer 
because he has bad breath. The 
State does not have to burden 
itself- with the responsibility of 
playing mother and father to the 
hordes of drug convicts 
(anticipated by his appointment 
of 100 new judges and attendant 
. personnel) which Rocky hopes 
to catch. 
Underlying the entire scheme 
IS the fallacious assumption that 
stiff penalties and further ''get 
tough" measures will put an end 
to the drug abuse problem. 
Texas has the toughest drug 
penalties in the country (two 
years to life for possession of 
pot) and yet Governor Sanders 
has stated that drug abuse is the 
state's "greatest problem". Even 
tough Texan laws have not been 
effective. What is needed is a 
common-sense approach to the 
problem. First, put an end to 
marijuana prohibition. It is 
irrational, and creates an 
atmosphere of disrespect for 
other laws. Second, crack down 
on the manufacture of 
amphetamines anii barbituates. 
Less than a third of those 
produced by drug firms reach 
Continued on page J 2 
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your ELP. .:. · --Concerts is. going to h'andle ne 
By Lloyd Ecker 
We at S.A.B., are now in the 
process of setting up a Concert 
Co_mmission. Before anything 
else though, the name has to be 
changed. No Concert 
Commission! The. word 
commission is too often used to 
find out why the price of meat is 
so high or why someone was 
assassinated, so, no Concert 
Commission. What we need is a 
classier word _ that's not as 
c x. pensive. After all, · unlike 
Cornell's Concert Commission' 
we can only afford chopmeat 
groups that don't even leave us 
enough money to invest in.guns 
lo assas~inate those responsible. 
Let it now be known that our 
Concert Commission will be 
known as the S.A.B. Bureau of 
Concerts. That has a nicer ring 
to it. The I.C., S.A.B., B. of C! 
If things go according to 
schedule, people like Neil 
Young, Emerson, Lake and 
Palmer, Chicago and other 
comparable names will never he 
at Ithaca Coll_ege. All of these 
groups are in the $201,000- plus 
a percentage of the gate-bracket. 
Even if we could afford such a 
concert, the biggest problem 
would be _convincing that kind 
of group to travel ll.P to Ithaca 
to play in front of 4,000 kids. 
This year Cor·nell, who has tlj.e 
money· and 8,000 scats almost 
had E.L.&P., Santana, The Fifth 
Dimension and the Dead. But, at· 
the last minute, all of these 
groups took other dates. So, if 
Cornell can't get them, what is 
the I.C., S.A.B., B. of C 
supposed to do'? 
The first thing everyone must · 
realize is that Oll'T B. of c: will 
never be able to go over $12,500 
per ~onccrt in expenses without 
also going over the $4 ticket, 
which not many people like to 
pay these days. The kind of 
~oncert we will he having will be 
one that costs $ I 0,000. For 
those of you who aren't sure 
$ I 0,000 buys one hour from a 
group who hasn't quite come 
mto its own or hrings back an' 
established star who is almost 
unpopular again. Once in a 
while, an oddball great group 
pops up with a nice price. But 
usually they're hooked solid for. 
the next lCf! years. Our B. of C. 
1s going to concentrate on 
$10,000 groups and $10,000 
groups only. No more super 
dreaming about the second 
Woodstock happening ·at Ithaca 
College or trying to rejoin the 
Beatles for a benefit on South 
Hill. If we are to get any kind of 
good music back on this campus, 
we must be realistic. We have to 
devote all of our energies to 
seeking out every single solitary 
group in the SI 0,000 bracket. 
I'm looking for five people 
who are wi11111g to do as much 
work as five Physical Therapy 
majors. I ant not looking for 
people wqo think it will be cool 
to get the title because this ti~le 
is not cool. Anyone who is 
chosen to work for the Bureau 
of Concerts will be known ..as 
bureaucrats. I'm looking for five 
pe_ople .who will have ·- the 
dedication·· of working an 
entire year on a very hard 
project; \\'ithout them, it's -a 
hopeless ca-use. N<;> one person 
will be in charge of the whole 
operation. The Bureau of 
Concerts will be made up of five 
people, each of whom will run 
their o,wn eyenf. Five or more 
dates will be decided on and 
then collectively and 
individually the B. of C. will 
work on each date and try to get 
something going. 
It will be easier to explain the 
function of each member of the 
B. of C. if we run through an 
example of the first concert. 
Suppose, just for argument's 
sake, that the date of the first 
concert next year falls on 
October 5th. The five people of 
the B. of C. would act as 
follows: 
I) Production Chairman-·would 
be in total charge of this 
'concert. His job for the entire 
year will be to keep in contact 
with promoters and agents to 
find out who's available and also 
make sure the gym is available. 
He also would make sure other 
members were doing their jobs 
concerning this date. 
- 2) Business Chairman-· for all 
concerts he would handle any 
money matter that might come 
up. He determines ticket prices 
and how much would be 
suhsidizcd in a promotional 
concert. He would handle all 
ticket salt.q,. around the area, 
negotiate all contracts, ·and 
coordinate the concert with any 
S.A.B. activity that's going on 
during the same weekend. 
3) Promotion Chaitman- for 
all dates he will handle all 
publicity. This job is not as 
simple as it sounds because 
many new ideas arc J\eeded to 
·sell a concert to the public 
besides the usual posters and 
flyers. lie also must get 
information to other campuses 
in the area. 
4) Campus Communicator-, 
since these five people on the B. 
of C. will be making all the· 
decisions on who will be 
performing, one person from the 
B. of C. must keep in constant' 
contact with the rest of the 
campus. This will be done 
through telephone polls, 
questionaires, and man in' the 
street type of methods. If the 
B. of C is considering two 
groups, it is this person's job to 
find out which one the campus 
prefers. 
~~<~t:!!!~~ 
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S) Stage Crew Chairman-:-the · There· hav¢ be;en · many year. (plus f:all--Weekend) 
night. of all-c.oncerts, this person suggestions to break the Bureau need $15,000 or more just f 
wi1U,1e.responsible for setting up of Concerts away· from the starters. This doesn't mean t 
any prqps necessary-for the·stage S.A..13. orgai:uzation .. This, in my Student_· Congress shoui 
or- floor. ·This. also includes opinion,· would · be· a · very · real1ocate S.A.B. moneys fro 
setting up · and taking dowrr- impractical ·suggestion. How can· the other committees to the 
chairs and general clean up. . · S.A.B. "plan· any other .type of of C. Instead it should incre 
Everyone has his own job for activity if they· are not kept' the total bµdget by,a substanr 
the October 5th date with the constantly aware oi the B. of C. amount. This way S.A.B. c 
understanding that they have actions like any other committee' still have concerts, .increase t! 
their own concert to .. run at a on the S.A.B. bo_ard? The whole 9ther forms of activities, an 
-Jater date. This _ rotating theory of a Student Activities start new ideas rollipg (i.e. t 
chairmanship will allow. all· f:ive Board is to coordinate every Vidio Tape Network). 
people. to work together .af all activity that happens on campus The second problem is mu 
times if each individual date is to so as to. maximize what's going· more involved. No matter ho 
be a . success. Each of the last on during the year. By hard we try any new act1vit 
four chairmen will determine the separating us, it would-·defoat that S.A.B. plans, it w~n't \i·o 
amountof people they need to what. already has been unlessyouguyswhoarereadm 
get their job done and recruit accomplished in bringing about this get off your rumps an 
volunteers. By volunteers I m·eari what campus unity we have. We support tis. It won't matter :! ~ 
people who will do the .jobs must always leave open the get Woody Allen. here for 9 
without compensation, without approval or veto authority of the cents. (Ha) - if you guys dun' 
complimentary tickets or in ' . s·.A.B.D. The new Bureau of come, it's a bust. So if y,,u· 
other words, out of the goodness Concerts will be admended on to planning to apply for"the Bure, 
of their hearts. One basic policy the S.A.B. constitution,- just like of Concerts, great! Get yo~ 
of the new Buearu of Concerts any other new committee, and applicatio·n in . before Mon,lal' 
will be 'no freebees to nobody', hopefully, will be supported and ··May 7th:. and we will co••ta~ 
except the stage crew and th_e a p p r o Ve d b y ·s t U d en t you. If you're, not planni11~ 1, 
five chairmen. Not even me. And Congress. try for the B. of C., all l ,,;k · 
if I don't get a ticket why should That leaves us with only two that you get out· e,: your ro,,rru 
anybody else. Of course, some major problems. The first is tu,rn off the idiot box, and cum 
promotional concerts pr6vide simple. This _ ~ear, between out and· have a good tim<' .. 
for 25 complimenta-ry tickets. In Kreskin, Buddy Rich, Cheech don't compl~in! ·· 
this case the five. committee 
chairmen would have the right . 
to distribute them to the 
deserving people. 
As was mentioned before, this 
is a year round job that doesn't 
stop after the individual runs his 
concert. This is why five 
dependable and capable people 
must be chosen. It would be 
unwise to leave this decision up 
to a campus election oreven a 
general S.A.B. election. I have 
suggested (and it has been- passed 
by the Student Activities Board 
of Directors) that the selection 
of the. members of the new 
Bureau of _Concerts be left up to 
.the five people who are most· 
aware of-our concert problems 
and the new · set up. This way, 
through careful interviewing, the 
best candidates will be chosen. 
There will be no special 
requirements for, any individual 
to become a candidate for the B. 
of C. except that he knows what 
he's talking about and has some 
idea of what the concert 
business is all about. We are 
already experimenting with the 
new B. of c: so we can't afford 
to experiment with new people. 
Interviews will begin Monday,' 
FRANICLYSPDICING . 
,"I WANT «.W ·11 KNCJN ION· M~U l'VE _ 
ENcOw'EDJ(NC7NIN6 fttJU 'BESE 4 'l£A'f2S. SUE ... 
I • ,. 
-II SHOT IN THE IIRM 
I. Dear Shot, is not thoroughly understood, Physical -Therapy majors from 
Are you getting an ade11\Jate but it- is most probably an ' J.C. Appointments are made by 
and concerned response to your inflammation and reaction of referral, from a · doctor at th 
column? . t)le membranous attachment of Infirmary. There is no cost fo( 
- W.L., C.M., N.C. & L.W. , the muscles to the shin bone. this-treatment and no limit to 
(Guess who?) This is due to repeated overuse the amount of treatment 
NO!!!, It's very hard to think' and abus_e of the leg muscles. offered. This is covered by yow 
of topics· that will be of interest This is most often seen in health service fee. Many patients. 
to the I.C. community if we _get runners; dancers and gymnasts.· report a friendly and infonntl 
no indication from you about. However, shin splints can affect· .at1l\osphere at the clinic. 
what you would like discussed. the unconditioned "weekend" -••••*****"'******** 
Since we had no response this athlete. :rreatment is essentially T-he-Student Advisory Council 
week, three topics ha-Ve been rest, If you don't heed· the would "like to thank those who 
chosen that may be of interest advice to rest, in many cases, . did respond to our column . ...;~,t 
to you. ' shin splints can become·chronic. year, we hope it will \ie 
LATE TO BED, EARLY TO Prevention of shin splints is ·good. implementec\, more· by stuJcnU 
RISE, MAKES A STUDENT conditioning and proper· than the Council.,Plans ior 1
1 UNHEALTHY AND UNWISE footwear. Manufactuters of Health Day consisting 0 
t.lthough every person reacts sporting· equipment 'have speakers on. topics ·such ~ 
differently to the amount of developed sboes which minim_ize Paramedics, Suicide Prevenu0n. 
sleep he gets and ~o stimulants _ the forces that tenato produce the ·value· of organic food~ 
such ·as No-Doz, speed, or the condition. Shin splints. can Athletic Medicine,_.Fi..rst-A1d and_ 
coffee, one. fact still remains' - be very painful ;;..; prevention is Br east Can c·er a re n o'I 
SLEEP. DEFICIT CAN CAUSE more effective: than treatment. un·derway. · A Student Health 
MEMORY LOSS. Most of us , ·Handbook and:· a state-wid! 
have found that thought PHYSIC-AL "THERAPY. stµdentsurver__ofcampusheallb 
processes, involving recall of ·· SERVICES AT -THE HEALTH service are also amonifour plans. 
· information, . formulating- new CENTER · 'ftle Advisory Coun~!:} welcome! 
ideas and overall organization_ Susan ·. Pane, a' registered _ any suggestions· or othef. 
are ·definitely affected· .by Physical Therapist, is availabhfat · fe-edback concerning th~ 
ra·tigue. It's not really a quesfion th~ Health. Center from I p.m.. . :projec~s. . H~ve · .a healthy an~ 
of what a lack ~f sle~p ~ill do_to to 3 p.m. - She is assisted· by :-happy summer! ;. _; 
,youi:: body, but _how 1t _'l!ill_afftct . .' ... ·. . . · , .· _ _ -: · ' · Lisa Westbr~o~ 
your· academic performance ... · · . - .. · · · ~-· · Wal.ter Le1d1n 
Th. k b. . I - \ ·-c(JlJµ:jiti_iiiiliillii: J - .... ·-· · m ~ out1t. .. . . , ~---~·-.-•:, ~-- '" > -~ . . _ .. CindyM1~l 
- , SHIN.SPUNT& . : · ~ . ,_____... .- - .. - , .. __ . .' ... Jud 'Danie 
- -.. / ' . - . . . . . . . ' , ' - y 
The·<:,!lJldition· of·sliin . ."splints-;,. _ . .,- : .- '.-·-'_- <·-... :--i·· · ... _·. ,,·,,:;:,; ... -t;::.-~~cy_Carre 
: • - .;, • ·- ,, _" . .,.~_ , : , , __ :,.~--- .• ·., .. :~ .... _._·_·c_ ,._-~.-c ;·· ··: t·"°'·' ,'.. -_, ",:" .· ~-.;' ::~': · · :··~ '.~~:-U:~:'."1~'.~~~~~:~"'.'1~~~7':'\'..:/( ,.·7' 
· · ,= = ~ - •• • }{:·:; ,~-.·- --~_;.-.~~;-.:. :~.-'~j,-:.:f.;~l~:~,:.~;L~r:,;;~±!:~~~U)1:~:.~2~\;f;)>:!:;::f;-; 
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1MPORTANT DATES , consult the Ithaca College 
A- Final examination period Bulletin: 1973 Summer Sessions By Douglas Chinn the Messianic passages. 
r the spring term starts on May or the Summer Sessions Office Mr. Nichol referred to Micah 
at 8:00 a.m. -for senior on the· ground floor of Muller I was very surprised at the 5:2 (5:1 ih the Hebrew text) and 
urses, on May 14 at 8:00 a.m. Faculty._Center. statements of Mr. Briarr Rozen Z"echariah 9:9 as Messianic 
r underclass courses and ends. concerning Mr. Rich Nichol who passages which Jesus fulfilled. In 
Mayl8at6:00p.m. 1v·. FALL TERM' 1973 is a .. "Jew for Jesus". In Mr. each case, the prophets were 
B. TIJ,_e 7 8th Annual REGISTRATION · Rozen's article of April 26, he talking about events which were 
mmencement is on May 19 at R e g i s.. t r a t i o n f o r accused Mr. Nichol and other. future to them. The Micah text· 
:OOa.m. ·'\ ·. uppe'i-classmen: Saturday, "Jews for Jesus" of talking on in Hebrew says that a ruler of 
c. Classes for the fall term September 1 an "infantile level" so as to Israel would come forth from 
gin on Monday, September 3 A. Students who have "stretching the true meaning of Bethlehem, whose origin was 
s.OO a.m. . not Paid the advance the (Biblical) text to meet the from the days of eternity. The 
FINAL GRADES FOR THE deposit and have not . needs of their new belief.'' His Zechariah passage in Hebrew 
RING TERM pre-registered fqr °fall semester claim was that the Hebrew text says that a king of Israel would 
A. Term reports will be courses during the April does not support the view that ride into Jerusalem upon an ass 
ailed to the student's home pre-registration period are Jesus is the Messiah. However, and a colt. These are the natural 
dress on or about June 1. assumed to have made a decision after reading some of the classic readings of the Hebrew text. 
B Transcripts with the final not to return to the College next Messianic passages in Hebrew, I Jesus did fulfill these things. He 
nng grades posted will be _ · September. If these students ' must say that Mr. Rozen's was born in Bethlehem, was 
ailable after June 7. Requests later decide to return to the distortion charge was not received as a king when he made 
ust be made directly to the College next semester after the justified. Granted there are .his triumphal entry into 
egistrar.'.s_Dffice. Students may pre-registrati~n period, they various ways to translate any Jerusalem upon an ass and a· 
ish to file requests before they _!llUSt seek re-admission. a passage, but still this does not colt, said things which were 
ave Ithaca for the summer. procedure initiated in the Office usually change the meanings of consistent with his being God so 
ere is a $ 1.00 charge for each o f t he Co o rd in at or of as to have his "origin in the days 
anscript. Counselling and Orientation by of eternity." Surely it must ·be 
I. SUMMER SCHOOL August 1. ' WJCB admitted that it is at least 
A. Summer School at another A pre-registered student was possible that these passages show 
,titution. required to pay an advance that Jesus is the Messiah. I 
Students planning to attend deposit at the Business Office Continued from page 2 believe that a discussion of all 
another institution this and return a control card with a the Messianic passages, in 
summer must file a "Summer signature of advisor authority, General Manager and the faculty English or in Hebrew, will not 
School Permission Request course_ request cards and-a data advisor. They are also the only only show that it is possible that 
Form" at the Registrar's sheet to the Registrar's Office by individuals present at the Jesus is the Messiah, but also 
Office -to-receive credit. The ,April 6. If these steps-were not interview sessions. The -that Jesus must be the Messiah 
form is available from the followed, the student is not Executive Board is then selected because he fulfilled the 
academic deans and directors . considered pre-registered for fall by the old Executive Board, Messianic passages. 
and_!~ filed with the Registrar · courses. which means that they can Now concerning Mr. Rozen's 
before the end of the term in B. Registration material for actually put anyone they want, ·statement that the Messiah 
!\lay. September will be prepared for whatever reason, info the . would bring peace, no doubt he 
B. Ithaca ' College Summer during the week of August 12. If new positions, subject to faculty was probably referring to' some 
ss10ns. the, student's permanent address approval. Since the faculty has of the familiar passages in Isaiah 
Dates: changes during the summer already' proven that they are such as "they shall beat their 
·I. June 11 - June 23 months, please notify the generally unconcerned in the swords into plowshares ... neither 
II. June 25 - July 7 Registrar's Office. Students not matter, it would be likely that shall they learn war any more." 
Ill. July 9 - July 21 wishing that material be "faculty approval" is and has The New Testament says that 
IV. July 23 - August 4 forwarded to their permanent been no real "check system." Jesus will return to earth and 
V. August 6 - August ]8 address should notify the It is a truly sad situation bring peace. No passage in the 
For further information, Registrar. - indeed, if elitism exists, or if Bible rules out two comings of 
#•• ••• ~ • ... • •. • •• * • • .• • •• •.• elitism does not exist. If it does, the Messiah. In Daniel 9:26, the 
~-1.L}f}fGI\ S L(Jt V /VAL as Bill Henk has insisted, then· 'text specifically uses the Hebrew 
word Messiah. There, it says that 
the Messiah would be cut off 
{killed) but not for himself. 
Isaiah 9:6-7 (9:5-6 in the 
Hebrew text) is another familiar 
Messianic passage. "For unto us 
a child is born ... of the increase 
of (hL'i) government and peace 
· there shall be no end." If the 
Messiah is going to rule forever 
and also be cut off (killed), then 
there had better be two comings, 
the first to get cut off and the 
second to rule forever. This 
again strongly indicates that 
Jesus is the Messiah. He died,· 
rose from the dead, and is' 
coming again to rule the world. 
An incredible part of Mr. 
Rozen's article was his statement 
that men are not at enmity with 
God according to the Bible. 
"Our relationship with God is a 
close, personal and loving 
relationship. We don't have any 
enmity with God. I don't know 
where you came up with that 
one!", he told Mr. Nichol. It is 
true that Genesis I and 2 say 
that man was created . good. 
However, it appears that Mr. 
Rozen did not read any further. 
Genesis 3 de~cribes the fall of 
man when he sinned. After that, 
the rest of the Bible is largely 
concerned with God being at 
anmity with man · because of 
man's sins. What were the 
sacrifices for in Leviticus? What 
about Yorn Kippur when once a 
year a sacrifice was made to 
•-cover the sins of the people of 
Israel? What about the prophets 
who constantly warned Israel 
that they would be judged 
because of their sin in not 
keeping the Law of Moses? Mr. 
Rozen accused Mr. Nichol of 
1-iaving "weak or non-existent 
· Continued 011 page JO 
LI, · · .. "like minds, like people" can be · · 8 put into positions in the future . . '. .. o· _· · Oto ~ with continued relative ease. If WE Tl/ANK YOU FOi< YOUR "" elitism does not exist, it is still • sad, because the faculty has PAUTONAGE Tl/JS )LAI< . 50 % t shown so little interest in. AND WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AGAIN Boovs· . opening up the station for more 1' - o \.----1----,,r •·scrutiny from the community., IN THE FALL 
P • Communication is what radio cJi{~ • should be all about. No matter 
· 0 • ·what the format or who the 
@~ S .. peop1e in the positions are; no 
Jtl.=i::::l T . matter what the policies are, 
• 
communication should be very 
CAR. 1)$ f • important. Being able to 
R, $ communicate with others in a 
OW TJfRU.. SATt'o~y M"'YJ. c_ • positive way often means that 
Ull.C" r I,, a, c) one must open one's-self to 
l bo ~ / • another person's or group's 09 · + • differences. The faculty has 0 e o o..o- * clearly communicated that they _ ~ a ..,. •• are indeed not flexible, not open 
..,,, to new uleas. They have, by 
°"73- "3 G:.O • virtue of the recommendations 
1 S~ EAST STATE ;f>T"Rfi'ET ZTH/IICA $ they approved and the ones they 
O a.c:N O'A,~· ,_ 0 Qp,<ff -r2Jt.O,..,,i,e_H _Co.A J L::' •• rejected, found that there is nc 
·~· 7, ,.... I ,n11 --v """"-~ room for improv.ement, and that 
• • ~-,.. • ,e, • ~ • · ._. • ~ __ • ._,..-,, • ... .,. the status quo at the station is 
THE CORTLAND COLLEGE CIRCULATING FUND 
PROUDLY PRESENTS THE 
J. GEILS BAND 
WITH SPECIAL GUEST 
·. S.U.N.Y. AT CORTLAND 
TICKETS: $4.00 LIMITED QUANTIT,Y 
$5.00 ALL .. OTHERS 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: 
WILLIARD STRAIGHT._ 
MIJ)TOWN RECORDS .. 
. COREY UNION IN.FORMATlON DESK 
A CABLE.EVENTS PRESENTATION 
. ' . . . . . - -
•: -=·· 
·--~: ... ~. 
fine. It was originally hoped by 
those students who are 
dissatisfied with the status quo 
that the faculty would act upon 
the new proposals to a degree 
where elitism could not happen. 
It was hoped that if these 
proposals -were acted on, that 
any person on the Executive 
Boara or Staff guilty ·of elitism 
could not survive. But now it 
seems that unless the faculty has 
a change of mind, the alleged 
roots of elitism may never be 
. dug up and removed. 
SAVE 
UP TO 30% 
·ON NAME .BRAND 
MUSICAL 
.INSTRUMENTS 
CONTACT: 
Triangle Assoclat~s 
P.O. Box 3 
Aurora, N.V. 13026 
1-315-364 .. 527 
SINCE/ff LY 
THE MANAGEMENT AND STAFF OF 
STORE HOURS: Mo11-Tlzurs. Sat. 9:45-5: I 5 
Friday-o,,eu till 9 
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refers to Israel ,suffering foi'th1(; ·. very well .;,..itli Jes~s,. as ·iie-w~~-; _,.,-·;oming; There is ·nc/do~bt that' -. imd·i:w~n Ge~tiles ,-if·, . .-;~ . 
JESUS sins of.the world. In the light of born of a virgin. recognizing Jesus as the Messiah 
· the purpose for Yorn Kippur, . The s e 9 h an g es in is far more logical than any 
• ·YOUs 
reject Je~s, then,_y.rhat Will 
say on Judgment day 
Adonai asks you _;.why 
refused bis Messiah? . 
among other things, this 1nter-pretation of certain ·otherexpianation. -., .. _ 
-interpretation is hard to believe. Messianic passages after Jesus is As for Mr, Rozen,~·otbe.r- Jews Continued from page 7 
religious training" in Judaism. 
Mr. Rozen's apparent ignorance 
of this basic theme in the Bible 
makes me wonder about the 
kind of re0 li~ous training he 
had. 
Furthermore, because most Jews suspicious, to say the least. · · · · · · · -· ' 
Isaiah 53 talks about someone 
bearing the sins of th.~ people of 
Israel. The prophet" Isaiah is 
speaking. The plural forms 
clearly refer to Isaiah and his 
people. "He was wounded for our 
transgressions, bruised for our 
iniquities, the chastisement or' 
our peace was upon liim, and 
with his stripes we are healed." 
Before Jesus, the rabbis said the 
he referred to the Messiah. This 
again fits very well with the 
crucifixiol'l of Jesus as Jesus paid 
the debt of sin that men owe to 
God. They now say that he 
do no accept Jesus as the Perhaps it is really the rabbis 
Messiah, there is at least one who, in the words of Mr. Rozen, 
questionable ulterior motive to "have taken the Old Testament 
change the interpretation. and have distorted it immensely;· 
This change is similar to the quoting it incorrectly and 
change in the interpretation of stretching the true meaning of 
Isaiah 7:14, "behold the 'almah the text to meet the needs of 
shall conceive and bear a son and their new (un)belief." Maybe it 
his name shall be called was of these times .that Adonai, 
-Immanuel (God is with us)." the God of the Bible, was 
The rabbis who made the thinking when he inspired the 
Septuagint translation of the prophet Isaiah to write, "This 
Hebrew Bible into Greek around people draws near me with their 
150 B.C. translated 'almah with , mouth, and with their lips do 
the Greek word for v1rgm, honor me, but they have 
parthonos. Today the rabbis removed their heart far from 
translate 'almah as young me." 
woman.lThe word 'almah occurs. I am glad to see that Mr.· 
seven times in the Bible. In each Nichol and other Jews for Jesus 
-place, virgin is the meaning have come to know the Messiah.• 
which most consistently fits all Jesus fulfilled all the Messianic 
seven passages. This again fits in passages appropriate to the first 
Summer Film Workshop 
Students interested in learning 
or developing film techniques' 
should take advantage of a nine 
(9) credit film workshop to be 
held here at Ithaca College, July 
6 through August 3. There are 
no prerequisites for enrolling in 
the workshop, nor does the 
student need to have any 
previous experience in film 
production. 
The four week workshop will 
devote its efforts to producing a 
documentary film concerning 
film activities in the Ithaca area 
during the early days of the film 
industry. Such a documentary 
involves the use of several special 
film techniques, including 
under-cranking, pantomime, 
o n · c a m er a i'n t er views, 
.filmograph, dramatic sequences,· 
location and sound-stage filming, . 
Students will also have the 
opportunity to work in many of 
the rugged and beautiful 
outdoor locations in the lthaca 
area, locations which originally 
attracted film producers to the 
region. 
Participants will receive 
formal instruction in scripting, 
shooting, editing and sounding a 
16mm documentary film. The 
faculty and staff of the 
Department of Cinema Studies 
will lend their extensive talents 
in film production to aiding the 
students in· their project. 
Students of all levels of 
proficiency can be 
· accommodated by Ithaca 
-
College's extensive production 
facilities, faculty and staff, 
allowing for great flexibility in 
the teaching of the irl'dividual 
and his interests. 
William Van Dyke, an 
internationally recognized leader 
in documentary film 
development and Academy 
A ward winner Rod Ser ling wili 
act as consultants to the 
workshop. Mr. Van Dyke will be 
the documentary's historian, as 
well as a consultant, and Mr. 
Serling will narrate the film. 
Cost for the workshop will be 
$70 per cre~it for the graduate, 
and $80 per credit for the _ 
undergraduate. There is a 
registration fee of $15, and 
on-campus housing dui'ing the· 
•----~------------------------.._ four week project is available. 
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, .. ,, ,,, the workshop, but enrollment is 
~, ~ Ii mite d . Interested students 
, , , • }.<s:. •. , • 'should contact the Directo'r of 
, '· . Summer Sessions, or Dr. Lee . 
Mcconkey, a Communications 
Department Associate Professor. ' 
Specializing in high grade 
photo finishing 
:t 
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"' r 
Donohue-Halverson 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
r 
CARRYING ALL ('/\MER/\ SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT 
corner of state and aurora 
:u 
0 
r 
r 
!!! 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
707 Willow Ave . 
273-3393 
OPEN MON. -- SAT. 9 am - 5pm 272-8090 
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z POLAROID . KODAK 
**·***** BACCHUS 
. .. . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . .. ..... "' . . 
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/ 
*SO~* 
: ''We serve good gr~g" • ' \ 
' 413 Tciughannock _ Blvd. 
~, •' '' 1 ' • ~' ' I ' 
,.,, . 
lingering scents about ~e 
bring back your whispering tenderness: .. 
i longingly turn in time to, touch · 
a fading ·vision of you, a whiff of wonder 
soon replaced by another 
languishing here, i lapse in·to dreams; 
drowsy fantas1es of long afternoons 
shudder through my veins, 
capturing my reason like lusty tendrils. 
smoky n;zysteries waver before me, 
flickering like flames in a crystal, 
slowly tantalizing me with mystic chants. 
as they bewitch myLexploding senses. 
a destined reversal has occurred; 
i float in a personal hell 'of elusive visions 
which transcends the bliss of anyone's heaven. 
arabella with fiery eyes 
scoffs at the picture of death 
that hangs upsidedown · 
on the walls. of her discontent. 
Michele Wasek 
juan the painter seduces another canvas. 
somewhere else in town. 
arabella with magic eyes 
shakes her voodoo locks in defiance 
at the memory of a scandalous paintbrush 
as juan the artist continues his work. 
arabella- with dark whirlwind eyes 
dresses in black with slow deliberation; 
takes up the flashing gypsy sword 
as she steals out:the door . . 
juan the thief goes out, looks for a heart to steal, 
.to satisfy his cruel desire. 
arabella with boiling blood eyes 
quickens her angry steps, clutching the 
- purposeful sword. she stagg!!rs up ·the stairs, and 
not juan the lover, but a new painting · 
st,mds defenseless in her path. raging, she slashes. 
the easel falls; the canvas yi_elds. 
.arabella with eyes like the sea 
drops her weapon as a thunderbolt; 
backs out the door and trudges home 
in waves of passionate turmoil. 
juan the Spaniard is earning his living 
killing once more with his deadly colors, 
Michele Wasek 1 
SENIORS I 
COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCE M E/VTS ( 
ARE NOW AVAILABLE 
AT 
THE GLASS MENAGERIE 
between the towers 
'_ ... -. I:--:• lj 
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I.e._ THEATRE'S 75th ·to ·BE CELEBRATED 
aca College will mark ""its 
Anniversary of Theatre on 
ay, May 13, with an 
ernic convocation hon9ring 
55 Julie Harris for her 
ributions to the American 
tre. 
iss Harris will be honored at 
blic convocation at 6:30 
in the Main Theatre 
wed by cocktails and a 
tion in the Performing Arts 
ing lobby. 
·nnan-·H., Brown, Jr., 
rman of the Department of 
a-Spe-ech,. and President 
L. Phillips, Jr., will speak 
y at the convocation. 
1s, Harris first}v.on fame as a 
v twelve-year-old - in the 
i·u1 "Member of the 
ing." This was followe_d by 
recr that lias encompassed 
on pictures arid television as 
a, the stage. An actress of 
n rietv she l_J.as-won laurels 
for her- . roles ·in "I Am A 
Camera" and "The . Lark;' on 
Broad way: and in tlie movies 
"East of Eden,·:. '1Requiem for a 
.Heavyweight," and "Harper." · 
She has also appeared in many 
impoi::tant television· dramas 
incl~dlng · "A Doll's House," 
"The Power and the Glory" and 
"Pygmalion." Her most recent 
roie was ·on' Broadway in "The 
Last of Mrs. Lincoln," for which 
she won the 1973 Tony Award 
for best actress in a dramatic 
play. 
D~ng a private anniversary 
dinner on stage in the Main 
Theatre_ at_ 8 p.m., George 
Hoerner, senior professor and 
former ch·airman of the 
.. department of drama-speech, 
will present a pictorial narrative 
- of Ithaca College Theatre. 
Costume designer Fred Brassard 
will narrate an historical 
costume show: 
JI/PERS BEWIIRE 
1, 
By Rob Patterson 
Eisenhower,. My Eisenhower, Jerome Charyn, 
Holt, 178pp., $T.45-. 
As the cover calls it, this is a novel about urban 
guerrilla warfare, though of course, not just that. 
The. first word that appeared to me before reading 
was "contemporary". But after reading that is 
countered by the remembrance of the guerrillas as 
being gypsies, not those usually thought of in the 
present.- So the specific coevality and the overall · -
time locality are both made moot. The passage of 
time and the continuity are disturbed, again, with 
an intent equalied by that which Charyn focuses on 
distrupting the tranquility of the novel and reader. 
Remember Eisenhower jackets? Well, they were 
a staple attire of Tobias Malothioon and the other 
gypsies at Poly High. Were, that is, until the 
Anglos (all non-gypsies) adopted them as classy 
wear. Toby has this older brother; Matty, whom 
Toby finds himself imitating, both intentionally 
and unintentionally. Matty would have been Mr._ 
.Universe had he not been a gypsy. He did become 
a guerrilla folk-hero to his people, then later a 
martyr. Toby, unfortunately, wasn't built as well 
ahd was often despised °for his uncle-tomish 
instances. · . ~ 
Remember bombing financial and governmental 
establishments'? Well, the Gypsy Liberation Front 
still wages the good rebellion, the desperate 
violence which even-, those people supposedly 
defended and re.presented by it now find 
abhorrent. Tobias epiphaniz'es lhat the rebels are 
being played-up -in the media so· that Borough 
President Spiru will receive more support from 
potential vitupe,ators.- Vipers, however, should 
consider before attacking "Eisenhower" as it-is not 
only interesting by doubtful virtue of staple 
exciters such as. sex and_ s~rife, but impressive by 
virtue (as doµbtful?) of sample example such_ as 
style and subject. 
RUGS FROM TIBET . 
From Tibef', a theat~e composition by Ken Collins, will be 
rmed Thursday May IO.and Friday·May 11 at 8:15 each night. 
production involves 62 singers, 21 instrumentalists, 22 people, 4 
~
nd a movie .. "Rugs" is based on the ancient Egyptian festival 
IneaJ · -t"· r_y spnng·to--the cat-goddess Pasht. _The music calls' for the 
r:n SI~tru~, as. well as the mor~ modern ·piano,_ electric- piano, 
d Plano, organ, bass, banjo; fiddle, oboe, clarinet flutes 
ss1on .. ,_ . lins- t d . l , , 
. . , •1:1rp, vto , rumpet an sax. Al are invited to attend. 
ission IS free. 
The dramatic American 
violinist Aaron Rosand and 
noted commentator Milton 
·Cross will appear as guest stars at 
at_ !thaca College's sixth annual 
Commencement Eve Concert 
Friday, May 18. 
- Presented in honor of the '-
I <t73 graduating class, the gala 
concert will take place in Ben 
Light Gymnasium at 8°:30 p.m. 
The public is invited to join the 
graduates, parents, · faculty and 
friends as guests of Ithaca 
· College. No tickets are required. 
Sharing the spotlight will be 
Thomas Michalak and the 
College- Orchestra, Roland 
Bentley and the College Concert 
Choir. 
Aaron Rosand has been 
acclaimed as a romantic violinist 
and" modern day Paganini. He 
was born in Hammond, Indiana, 
the son of a Polish father and 
Ukranian mother. He grew up in 
Chicago where he studied with 
Leon Sametini, a disciple of the 
legendary Eugene Ysaye. At the 
age of ten, Rosand made his 
debut with the Chicago 
Symphony, conducted by Dr. 
Frederick Stock. In 1944 he 
continued his schooling with 
Efrem Zimbalist at the Curtis 
Institµte, of Music in 
,_ Philadelphia. 
Following a period of special 
service for the armed services, he 
returned to complete his musical 
education at Curtis. While still a 
. student, he was signed by 
National Concerts and Artists, 
then one of the largest 
managements in the world. Since 
his New York recital debut in 
1948, his · interpretations have 
left · audiences spellbound in 
America, Europe and other parts 
of the world. 
1 He performs more than 150 
concerts each year and has 
- appeared with the great 
orchestras of Europe as well as 
of this country. During the past 
season his performances with the 
Czech Philharmonic were hailed 
as the most outstanding in 25 
years. In Poland every concert 
had, to be repeated to _capacity 
audiences. Tours of France, . 
Germany, Spain and Scandinavia 
are annual events. In France 
Rosand was decorated Chevalier 
for Merite Culturel et Artistique 
and last year in Belgium he was 
awarded the Ysaye Foundation 
Gold Medal. 
Winthrop Sargent, writing in 
the New Yorker,.has called him 
"a perfectly splendid violinist" 
and Paul Hume of the 
Washington Post said "There is 
not a violinist today who 
possesses a finer, more subtle 
command of his instrument."-
In the last few years Rosand 
has done a great deal of research, 
locating and playing a number of 
virtually. unknown virtuoso 
works of the romantic 19th 
century, works requiring a 
technique which in modern 
,times is rarely achieved. His 
violin is the fine Guarnerius de! 
Gesu of 1741, previously know 
as the ex-Kochanski. 
Milton Cross will return to 
Ithaca Friday to provide 
narration for the 
Commencement Eve program in 
his own inimitable style, as he 
has for years of _Metropolitan 
Opera broadcasts and for 
previous Ithaca College galas. He 
was chosen as master of 
·ceremonies for Texaco's Met 
broadcasts which were 
inaugurated in I 93 I, and he has 
continued in that capacity for 
33 seasons. 
- In recognition of his flawless 
diction, Cross received a gold 
medal from the Academy of 
Arts and Sciences. The American 
·Broadcasting Company, with 
which he has been affiliated for 
· over three decades, launched in · 
his honor a campaign for the 
-
1Milt0ft Cros~ Metropolitan Opera 
Scholarship. The City of New 
York awarded him its George 
Frederic Handel medal and he 
has been cited by the National 
.Federation _of Music Clubs. He 
holds an honorary doctorate of 
letters, cohferred · by Ithaca 
College in.1969. 
With Cross setting the stage, 
Rosand will be soloist with the 
College Orchestra, under the 
direction of Thomas Michalak, 
in Rondo Capriccioso and 
- Havanaise by Saint-Saens, Poeme 
!Jy Chausson and Zigeunerweise 
by Sarasate. The orchestra will 
also play Slavonic Dances by 
Dvorak, Night on Bald Mountain 
by Mussorgsky and Bolero by 
Ravel. Roland Bentley will lead 
the Concert Choir in songs by 
Samuel Barber and Maurice 
Ravel, and folk songs and 
spirituals. 
Both the choir and orchestra 
have taken part in outstanding 
programs during the school year. 
They presented a concert in 
Rochester which was televised 
nationally over the ABC 
network last month. Michalak 
and the orchestra performed at 
the New York State School 
· Music Association convention 
·last winter. They appeared in a 
number of concerts on the 
campus and were chosen to 
present the program honoring 
retiring Dean Craig McHen.ry last 
week. 
Bentley and - the Concert 
Chair recently gave a concert in 
Syracuse under sponsorship of 
Ithaca College alumni. ln 
addition to-their regular series of 
concerts on the campus, they 
also presented a program 
honoring Deans HcHenry and 
Walter Beeler. Bentley and the 
choir have been inviteq to 
participate in a choral 
symposium in Vienna this 
summer. 
Established in 1968 by Ithaca 
College trustee Gustave 
Haenschen, the annual 
Commencement Eve concerts 
. have attracted thousands of area 
concertgoers and have become a 
welco,me tradition in the 
community. 
Not Quite The Real Thing 
. By Rob Patterson 
The Great American Novel, Philip Roth, Holt, 
Rinehart, Winston, $8.95, 382pp. 
'. I 
Philip Roth has solidified the "Great American 
Novel Myth" into -a slightly soggy coagulation of 
bitter-sweet and butter-fat humor and pleasantly 
skillful writing that" is The Great American Novel. 
Writing ,the GAN has _certain. ~ules ·and 
Regulations - Qualities and Qualifications that are 
not possessed by a slightly humbler novel. Being 
too lengthy to list as they are indeed, I will omit 
any ,compilation of them (something l usually 
enjoy) and . .settle; not for less, but for more - just 
a statement of those primary problems which 
cause the "R&R-Q&Q" to be possessed: dealing 
with a paradigm; and dealirif with self-knowledge 
of same. (Lemme cawtion yez baud thayt, ysee I 
. ' jez bild , thsennces, dau~t bawther myselfs wit 
whuMhay sez.) 
Anyway, the narrative is about the Port 
Ruppert Mundies who played in the 'now-defunct 
Patriot League back in '43, when there were three 
leagues. Couple y~ars before the second war the 
Mundies had some real good players, like Luke 
Gofannon and Gil Gamesh. But some bad luck 
came to the Mundies so they-lost their fans, and 
then their stadium was lost to the army for troop 
embarkation and debarkation. What team can play 
well .without a hometown or a hometown cfowd? 
(You don't have to answer.) The Mundies even had 
players without all their limbs or faculties. 
On either side of the narrative are the Prologue 
and the Epilogue. They briqg in the references to 
several novels_ previous to Roth's which had been 
called GANs in their heyday. In, the Prologue's 
first sentence, the narrator asks you to call him 
""Smitty," instead of the usually understood name 
in that position. Roth's The Great American Novel 
• is a good novel, but I would not call it A Great 
American NoveL I might not know a GAN 
immep.iately, but I've Iead some that seemed 
_ closer to the real thing. .. 
- Meadow Coult 
·Shell 
3:!_? N ... Meadow St. 
lthllca, N. Y. 
UNUSUAL 
MOTHERS DA y· GIFTS 
Jerry Ii~lden, Mgr. 
/ 
All !YP~"s of'J~epairs . . 
T·H E--1-R·O N.- s.H o·p 
·- ' . 
NYS_ INSPECIION STA)iON 
-i12~i.88 
' ' --. i..:. ,. ~ ••. 
_________ _;; ____ ....,_. .. ,,.,·: ... -' -
lOJ EAST··sTATE STREET 
'··' 
'•J, 
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BLACK 
CONFERENCE 
Continued from page 1 
represent each region of the 
-country in order to form a 
National Black Students 
Communication Association. 
The delegates from the Mid-East 
section of the country are 
Sheldon Julius and Jacob 
Johnson, from Ithaca' College 
WICB radio, Black Radio Ithaca, 
and Angel Harper from Cornell 
University, WVBR radio, also 
Black Radio Ithaca. These 
people were asked to become 
regional delegates to the First 
National Black Students 
Communication Conference-due 
to the interest and amount of 
input they made during the 
~ respective workshops they 
attended: Their job will be to 
inform schools and organizations 
in their area of events 
concerning communications 
around the nation, to consult 
and work with every 
professional communicat1~n 
source available to bring about 
information to the community. 
The six students wh·o 
attended the_ conference each 
expressed strong affirmative 
feelings 'towards the conference 
-and each comm"ented that the 
conference was an educationally 
rich experience. They also 
cautioned that in order for the 
conference to become a 
complete su9,cess each 
particip<1-nt must go back into his 
community and spread the 
experience. 
Continued from page 4 
NAACP claim to be false. She, 
ou,r illustrious director, has 
amassed quite a track record in 
such a short period of time. 
The latest dealings · she's 
initiated, in conjunction with 
the Provost and Gus Perialis, is 
-. an abominable contract that all 
E.0.P. students are supposed to 
sign, or be cut off without a 
cent. The contract says that a 
student must have one of the 
E.0.P. counselors as an academic 
advisor, that students have to 
take 15 credits per semester, 
when the college catalog says 12 
(and in spite of the fact that 
they are supposed to ~be 
"high-risk" students), has to 
student's mother leaving her job attend all classes, take all tests 
in New York City, catching a (implying no make-up exams), 
plane here witl~in a two-hour etc., etc .. etc. 
period of the alleged charge. She We the Black E.O.P. students 
has ,yelled and cursed students in of the Class of '73 have · a 
and out of her office. She yelled director who not only has sole 
and cursed me at fall registration authority over who comes and 
because I did not take the goes on the program, but she 
courses she di;emed acceptable. also has control over the 
She recommended that the Director of Minority Affairs 
Academic Advising Committee budget (a position which they 
suspend me from school for have not deemed valuable 
shortage of academic hours, enough to fill), and is 
when she knew that I had twelve head-residen·t of the Human 
hours which hadn't been Relations Dorm·and rumor has it 
transferred from Cornell that she's also in graduate 
RICH EXPERIENCE University, simply because she school. She has recently hired an 
The delegates will reconvene was doing the paper-work for allegedly full-time counselor, 
in Chicago during mid-July to the transfer. She's had one who is spending at least 
discuss the results of the student arrested for harassment one-third of her time at the 
conference, their present work and assault, which the student, Cornell Africana Studies Center 
and plans for the future. her parents, her lawyers, and the teaching courses and also plans 
'~ FREE PRESTONE SPRAY WAX" I ~-to. teach in the Ithaca ~allege 
ARNOLD 
PRINTING 
CORPORATION 
_ Q • __ :::,..,: $1 .00 with any f11lup $2.00 with no ga\ 
-1,1111 ,., S1,1. :1r .. 1 1tl11., ~ ... , .. ,L 1u;.,::.11 
~ITHAC~'S FINEST AUTOMATIC 
- · BRUSH CAR WASH 
For All Your, 
Printing Needs 
Gu If CarW ash In Front Of Wes ton\ (607) 272-7800 
The · Asiatic ·Garden 
118 W.,State St. 
The Best 'in Chinese 
American Food. 
Good Ser,tice with .a Congenial 
Atmosphere . 
·To serve you better 
Serving Ithaca Since 1_931 
BOOTS FOR HIKING MOUNTAINEERING,TECHNICAL ROCK CLIMB-· 
I NG GEAR, INTERNAL 
F·RAME RUCKSACJ<S FOR 
HITCH HIKERS. BACKPACKS 
AND FRAMES,LlGHTWEIGHT 
DOUBLE WALLED TENTS, . 
STOYES, NYLON TARPS, 
DOVtN BOOTIES, VESTS, 
~ JACKETS, PARKAS AND 
\...~"'3.~ SLEEPING BAGS, DA_CRON II 
OR FIBER FILL II AND 
POLYURETHANE SLEEPING 
BAGS A_ND A HOST OF 
. ·. OTHER FINE THINGS- FOR 
•
·THE BACKPACKER, ' 
MOUNTAINEER:OR- ,· 
. . TECHNICAL CUMBER 
Ithaca 
•, .... -
':',, \ -~.. .,. 
CHS next fall. But don't.tell our. 
director her new counselor isn't 
full-time.· 
We the Black E.O.P. students' 
of the Class of '73 h~e a 
- director who was submitted a 
petition signed by some 70-80 
students rejecting the contracts 
with which they are threatened, 
who upon request to return said 
pe'tition claimed· to have 
·"mislaid it". What can this class 
do after it went to Gus Perialis, · 
Ted Baker, the Provqst, Eileen 
Dickinson to protest the 
heavy-handed tactics of our 
director with a "Kaiser 
Complex", and they (Eileen 
Dickinson) return to_us -w~th a 
"revised version" of ,the same 
old, shit,· without any student 
participation. We can leave, but 
many underclassmen are 
transfe_rring or . not being. 
refunded for the fall semester. 
The rest just submit. The 
President will be set, "All Niggas 
Entering Ithaca College Under 
E.O:P. Must Sign A Contract 
With The· Kaiser, And Bow To 
The Will Of The Kaiser- Or Get 
The Ax." You must understand 
that you have no way to turn. 
There is only one 'Black' 
administrator on this campus, 
and she has the power. 
Super-Nigga flies again. \ 
Yeah, it'S' sad but it's true- I 
hope I, never see' this 
motherfucka again! 
•". ·,• .. • 
:aoCK 
Continu_ed from page s 
the consumers thro 
· legitimate means. Last, app10 
the whole drug problem frollj 
economic standpoint. Make 
unprofit:,i.ble for individual 
entrepeneurs and organi 
syndicates to import and 
heroin';· cocaine, and opi· 
Smart businessmen do not e 
into or remain involved in a fi 
which the state makes 
unprofitable to do business 
Only by eliminating 
prospects of high profits can 
progress be made towards en 
drug abuse. 
~ariholi_a 
anonymous 
-~ .. 
.AltmaJL&Green 
<Qo,d.JJa."Jewtlefi . 
I.Ait21!Jg,"8d-..144s.8tala~·~·/8/(), 
Jllo!,ll, .. 1'.tJAa 
"Brand names retailer-of-the-year' 
... Twice 
KEEPSAKE DIAMONDS 
'- Expert Watch and Jewelry Repairin 
, Remounting of Diamonds 
Open til 9 Friday nights ___ 
IGNORE, THIS ROADBLOCK 
grocery store and gas station 
'Buy a six paclc while you get tan Iced up.' 
,'1,IKI· .-1 1.u:r h'//L\ IL I l'f,\(; JI)' Ill/. l/ 1/,\ ,_., / U.-1,\U:-I ;-:: I/JI.I: .\Ill{// 
OPEN a.a Mon.•Fr1. 110J OAN8VROAD RT. 96D &. KING ROAD 1 1:ii: 
' .· .- ' 
9·5 Sat. 11·7 Sun. 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
ALL SMOKERS' Sl1PPLJES 
PAPER BOU'.'iD BOOKS 
PIPE REP.\IR!'-
. :\t'..\G ..\Zl~ ES 
~E\\'SP..\PEH.S 
'.l,jext to Strand Thea1 er 
Look for the orange a,\ nings 
318 E. STATE ST. 
' : 
• ·- - t.:. • -· ..... • :. • ' ..;, .. ,,· 
" · .. 
: ,""• •r, 
. .. 
~ ·.~ .. :"• ·( .;. .,:... . " 
G sALE: Couple moving from 
ca rnust nil Bookcases, Washing· 
~hlne, Tape Deck and assorted 
1ures. May 11, 12 & 13. All Day, 
6 coddlngton Road - Just two ues past back .entrance to I.C. 
000 277·0666. 
round-trip to Germany. Adults -
\ 5 . students - $165, Call 
2•6426 evenings •. 
tudents need house to rent for 1
.,74 school year. Call Dave at · 
7.o931 or Tom at ?77-3314. 
Fl/ FROM QUAD TO MONO. AT 
scoUNT PRl,CES, CALL 
.2s16. 
FRIGERATOR FOR SALE: 5 cu. 
oeimonlco with freezer. Excellent. 
dltion, call 277·361 ~ evenings.\ 
111 mer sublet: female to share 
rnlshed 2 bedroom apt, Call: 
. 3286. 
111 ,ner sublet: 2 bedroom apt. near 
wntown Ithaca. $148 monthly. 
111 p1etely furnished. Call Ken at 
.9057 or 274·3207. 
1• for rent near Collegetown. 4 
1115, 2 porches. Couple preferred. 
e 1 - August 15. Renewable. Call 
.9528. / 
R' SALE: Sanyo refrigerator - 2 
n. sest offer takes it. WIii deliver. 
ol X730 or 272"·1833. 
NTED TO BUY: 2 or 2½ cubic 
t refrigerator. Call Dave Riehl at 
. 9093. · . ' 
mer Sublet: Downtown, 2 
room apt •. .'_Spaclous, clean, 
10rtab1e: Newly ·remodeled. $130 
otlable. Call 273·6043. South hlll, 
etour. 
rArb.li, 
e both know I don't always 
erstand, but I am always wllllng 
1sten. So when you need a friend 
0 on me". (And vice-versa?). 
REC 
RIDE OFFERED: to Long Island -
Tuesday or Wednesday May 15, 16. 
Call Betty 273·5019. 
TYPING INDUSTRIES: Professional 
quality typing at lowest rates on 
campus. 2 111cpetlet1ced office typists. 
Call_ Je~n X3581 or 273·9543. 
FOR SALE: 1971 Honda CL450 
. excellent condition. Only 4000 miles. 
Original owner. $800 firm. Please call 
· Scott 277·09 31. 
Females needed for co•ed house. 
1973-7°4. Single rooms, very 
reasonable. 273~1463. 
AttentlonClarlnet Players: Key of A 
Buffet clarinet In excellent condition._· 
Inquiries 273·!i·B19 around 
dinnertime. 
FOR SALE: 1966 Comet. NEW tires, 
braJ<es, starter, exhaust system & 
battery. Runs perfectly. Clean! $525 
· or best offer. Please can Joe Lorlnl 
X778 or 272-9654. 
summer· Sublet: furnished 
2·bedroom apt. Fully carpeted. Call: 
277•3286. 
Walk on! On a rug - I have a one-
year old green rug. 5ft. X 6ft. Call 
Irene X648. 
Bicycle wanted: In working 
condition. WIii wait tll end of 
semester to pick: It up. Can't afford 
to pay much. Call now . .._273-1685. 
I have the cassette equivalent to two 
elpees of the Broadway musical 
"Two Gentlemen of Verona". 
Originally $10, on sale for $5. Brand_ 
new, never used, Call Irene X648. 
FOR SALE: Portable Signature 
Typewriter; Elite type, Manual; $40, 
can ext. 3332. . -
FOR SALE: GE refrigerator - 10 
cubic feet excellent condition, with 
free:z:er, $25. Call 277-3928. 
From a wise and· knowledgeable man 
named Oscar: "It's a-great country; If 
you've got no shoes you can go 
. .11~refopt." 
SUPER SWEATERS, SCARVES 
CAPES U .COATS . 
...... CASUAL AND ELEGA!'fT •••••· \ 
\Ve're P-.strons of the .\r&s! . 
9 MANY IIIIINAl IIIEC11:· B'A'l 9 
THE MOST UNUSUAL 
·*** JE~L~Y'.**~ 
D®irlllflltllM'f/ fiirF\ft 
IN OUR. AUTHENTIC OLD PHARMACY 
PE.l:U:IJMEb bl ENt!a PO...,OEAS -t·»tMt.S TO•, rTR1(S tU 
Al .. !OC.., ~IJM(ROU', 1'(1 ,..tflf'•rtf't 
\ 
,_ 
F.OR. 'SALE: 011derwood-Ollvettl 
portable typewriter with c;ase. Very 
good· condition. can Jean -X3581 or 
273•9543, 
LOST: One denim Jacket at the Dog 
last Friday. Size 40 Maverick. Will 
trade for size 40 Levi which was aL 
· the next t<1ble. Call Dave 277·0931. 
FOUND: One pair eyeglasses In case 
l>Y West Tower elevator In basement. _ 
Contact the Ithacan X207. 
Queen·Sl:z:e Water Bed. Liner, Foam 
Mat and Frame. All 1for $60.00. Call -
Gloria 273-8455. 
FOR SALE: 1969 Flat 124 station 
wagon. Needs some work, ~•ake an 
offer. 273-8559. 
STEREO AMPLIFIER - DYNACO 
SCA·80Q Quadraphonic - 80 
WATTS RMS -EXC£LLENT 
CONDITION. $170,00 OR BEST 
OFFER. CALL JON X749 or 
273-9895. 
FOR SALE: 48 inch Black Lite with 
Fixture Included. Used under 10 
hours, like new $25.00. Call Doug. 
X3564 or 273·9533.. , 
FOR SUMMER: Apt. perfect for a 1 
single or couple. Sunny kitchen -
,convenient location. 277·0165 . 
Dear Kids, 
It's been a fun-filled year. I'm 
going to miss all of you that are 
graduating and wish you the best of 
luck In the future. Please don't forget 
to write. To those of you who are 
staying we'll try to make next year as 
super a year If not better. Soccer 
team, I expect you to practice over 
the summer and 1!11 be looking 
forward to a shut-out season. Have a 
nice summer one and all and 
remember Mom's always there If you 
need her, Hope to see you all on the 
Cape. 
Dear Hamberger-head, 
Love, 
Mom 
Haven't we had a great time living 
together? From the stars on the 
celling to the Christmas tree that 
took up half the room how could we 
miss. Hopefully the sixth floor will 
bring about an even closer 
relationship. 
MushllY yours, 
Your roomle 
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SCHOOli. BUS-CAMPER 
, Live -ind travel -this· summer In your 
own renovated school bus. Five 
bun ks, toilet, sink, storage chest, 
"living room". Great funl We've been 
all the way to west coast and back In 
It. Good running condition. About 
$900. Take a look at ltl That part's 
freal Call Arlene at 273-0535 (work) 
or 273·1015. Try both numbers 
anytime. 
Dear Robocce-seed twins, 
I haven't seen as much of you two 
as I would have liked to this year. 
Let's make up for It this summer . 
Love, 
Dear Etna, Mom 
· It was·great doing the Pop Cult~re 
project with you. Have a good 
summer. Don't forget to visit. 
Love, 
Mom 
Dear Second Floor E.T., 
They say that all good things must 
end. I'll miss all of you next year. 
Please don't foi,iet tllat the sixth 
floor Is only a short trip up the 
elevator. My door wlll always be 
open. 
Dear Puglet, 
Love, 
. Mom 
This year has been quite an 
experience for both of us. I hope I 
haven't messed up your head too 
much ·because you've really done a 
lot for me. This summer you better 
learn how to use the phone. 
Love, 
Mom 
D111r Dave, - . 
· . 'There's very little that could've 
gotten· done this year If It hadn't 
been for you. The family' couldn't 
have done "Without your ambition 
and dedication to getting things 
done. Have a nice summer. Please try 
to relax. Can't wait to cook for you 
,down at the apartment next year. 
Dear Midget, 
Love, 
Mom 
Walt tll next year and you'll 
. be sorry. 
Thanks to all of the ICPT Board 
members for this season. You all 
worked hard and our year was a 
success. Best of luck to Pat Dolson 
and David Freiberg next year and 
thanks for all of your special 
attention towards making ICPT pull 
through this year. 
FOR SALE: Hasselblad 500C 1971 
model, two twenty four exposure 
fllm backs. 80mm zeiz lens, gosen 
light meter, close-up ring, husky 
trl-pod. Call evenings: 273-6932. 
FOR SALE: 11 cu. ft. Hotpolnt 
refrigerator. $30. Call Jeff: 
273-9538 . 
FOR SALE: GE refrigerator 
19X22X18 Excellent condition. $50 
or best offer. Call Jim: 272-9284. 
My Dearest Jan, 
I hope you have a truly happy and 
healthy summer and I hope that I can 
share a few great times with you. Dear Family, 
Remember always: the family that 
plays together, stays together. We all 
must get together for a beginning of 
the year drink. See you In 
All my love, J 
M.S.B. 
September. (Love, 
Dear Fellow-Editors, 
Love, 
Pegs 
It's definitely been an unusual 
Year, one that I'll not easily forget. 
Please, all of you, show up for the 
last Board meeting. It means so much 
to me. 
Love, 
Your Motherly 
Entertainment Editor 
Dear Mom, 
Have a very happy Mom's day. I 
would say mother but you're not -
you're a mom. Well, enjoy • 
Dear Abby, 
Love, 
The Family 
Well, this Is the last time I'll be 
able to write to you in the Ithacan. 
Maybe next year I'll be able to do the 
same. Well, I've enjoyed writing them 
and I hope you haven't minded. 
Love, 
Me 
UNIVERSITY OF PARIS 
New Paltz Philosophy Veer 
·Qualified undergraduates in Philosophy and such related majors as 
Sociology, Psychology and French literature, can earn from 30 to '34 
credits, taking regular courses at the University of Paris (Sorbonne) dtlririg 
1973-74. The SUNY Program Director will help students secure suitable 
housing, arrange programs and assist or arrange assistance for them in their 
studies throughout the year. A three-week orient.ition and intensive 
language review will be herd at the start. September 15 to June 15. 
Estimated li~'ing expenses, transportation, tuition, and fees, $2800. 
Additional information may be had by writing · to Price Charlson, 
Department of Philosophy, FT 1000, State University College, New Paltz, 
New York 12561. Telephone: (!!14) 257-2696. 
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Phil Langan LaUded 
By Robert L. Wolf' 
Phil Langan is leaving Ithaca 
College after four years as Sports 
Information Director. Phil is 
leaving for Princeton University 
and is al~o leaving a vacancy that 
will probably not be filled by 
any one man. It is doubtful that ' 
any person could 
describe or summarize the 
contributions and exploits of 
Phil Lan~ . at Ithaca College. 
Instead of attempting the 
impossible, it is felt that 
quotations describing the 
anxieties of Phil's departure and 
his contributions, from people 
who have come in contact with 
Phil ~ over the last six 
years will best exemplify him 
Coach Kennedy (track) 
• 'Hardest working sports 
publicity man I have had ever 
the honor of working with. A 
working with. A person totally 
dedicated to the college, athletes· 
and coaches." · 
Captain Calcagno (Karate) 
"one man who has done more 
for sports at Ithaca College than· 
any other individual." 
Coach Charney (Football) 
"With hard work and dedication, 
Phil has put I.C. on the map. It 
is very rare that you get an 
outstanding person in his 
vocation. It's. a shame that we 
have to lose him. He has helped 
and added to our victories." 
Coach Ware (Swimming and 
Lacrosse) "It's. __ impossible to 
rationalize how Ithaca College 
could let him go." 
Coach Congdan (Basketball) 
"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION"' 
BROKERS 
Rohen S. Hoothroycl --· ('lass of•~4· 
Rohn I I.. Boot hroycl ~--- ('lass of"(-,()' 
lknry c;. Kcy!:ln -----Classof'52' 
William Flynn ------ ·-C'.L.U. 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC.. 
-INSURANCE 
"We JYektJme Y,wr l11q11iry ·• 
312 East Seneca. Ithaca, N. Y. 
-::., ... , 
"Exceptional man, be greatly . 
missed. Best wishes to him." 
Chuck Kerr {Head -Trainer) 
"He's the b'est friend the athletes 
at I.C. have." 
Tony Wise (Lacrosse) "With -
Phil as S.I.D., it 1t1akes you feel -
that you are playing for National 
Power, no matter· what your 
.sport." 
Captain Dosdall (Track) "He 
has developed track interest by 
enlightening the administration 
of the value of track." 
Caotain Garrette (Football) ·_ 
"He has done more for I.C. 
athletes than anyone." 
Captain Furgeson (wrestling) 
"He's a man." · _ 
·· Captain Fuller (Tennis) "Phil 
has kept tennis in the spotlight, 
where tennis could have easily 
·1cKFrS 
201 s. T-io~.a St 
Ithaca, N .• Y. 
272--8262-
St111lenh! lm•~ .. late 
. C.:w,,..e •....... , ... ,mea1, 
Aw...... C:• lns•r•ce • 
•••r_cy~ lnll•rance .. 
. . ' 
Lee Newhart Ins. 
1011 w. s, ... St. 1n-u,i 
What's·-the -Story, Pirro's? 
You say you want a sub or maybe 
a nice pizza·. We can get ~t to you-
quicker. 
But ·What's the Story, Pirro's,-? .· 
The story is you caU up Pirro's w,ith (, 
the exact shape and' size pizza you want\\ 
and·you'r.e in,because Pirro's caters to ~ 
the pneral public. · 
So That's the Story, Pirro's? 
!hat's ~fh~ ~tary!!i_' 
'• fi~.,:~ .. - ' 
'~1 .. .. · 
, ~ ~r· i 
' l .. 
.- ,~>--:L. ·~' 
27:.2~1.9·50·· 
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:~~ a,:~~l!~;.~h~!.~~y"··he · 
been void. I.C. - is . losing its 
greatest friend." 
Donna Kelley Personal 
Secretary to Phil Langan 
"Terrible. He's going to be 
missed. He's such a~great guy to 
work for. You name it, he's' 
done· it. Anybody that's needed 
help, he's helped." 
Captain Shaw (Lacrosse) "Phil 
has done more imaginable than 
. good. :hinc~on,~wijl ,be &et 
.. an ~sset.,, 
. Captain . Ke'nnedy (G· 
__ Softball) ~·He has given the 
_ push in r·ecognizing , 
·._athleti~ and the women wish 
.wouldn •ueave." 
: .Co11ch Butterfield (Foot 
.. "rm extremely sony that 
school _ must lose a man v,tio 
judged· the best in the field 
~ done~_more_ to enhanc~ 
. public: image of J.C. than 
·other individual in the last 
years. You cannot summa · 
the contributions that 
Langan has made because t 
are too numerous. In twe 
years of athletic experience 
have never met a person that 
made. such an impact as 
Langan." 
What does Phil ·Langan r 
about his experience~ at LC.?• 
has · been- a- great· experiei 
working with the Ithaca Coll 
student at~letes, who 
provided me with memora 
lessons in life, such as w 
. d~_dication means, and sacrifi 
-:.f'or the common good not / 
the individual.~' 
SALEI SALE! SALEI SALE! 
May' is Sale Time 
all Month at 
.._THE-ITHACA 
-~- RAG CO.-
·# New· Selections 'of 
Fine .Us~d Clothin 
Eurailpasses .·~ · 
_(S~udent-·o, .. Regu~ar) 
Student and. Youth Fares to 
._.E-urope~· ~harter ·.Flights to 
Far East 
. ~ I Stone Trarfl-1.f}ff~ncy, nc. 
273,443 · ~ 414 EDDY STREET 
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.WHO-'S 
.-K.EEPING -'l"RACK? 
facilities? They .will h~ve to go 
to Cornell or to Ithaca High for 
that . 
Where do all the GIPPE Track 
Classes meet? How about all the 
potential track athletes who are 
in those GIPPE classes? Well, 
who wants to bother coming out 
for a team that has so many 
problems. 
are a disgrace when they are 
representing us at away meets. If 
these men are supposed to be 
representing one of the best P.E. 
schools in the east, what are 
they doing dressed in third rate 
uniforms? 
By Dave Rives 
n't Ithaca College supposed 
be a Phys. Ed. School? 
uJdn't a Phys. Ed. 'School 
good facilities for athletes? 
ne likes Football, Basketball, 
aseball,' then for him, Ithaca 
Id have a desirable athleti,c 
am. But, if one happens to 
track, then this place is a 
1 disgrace. 
alk around the campus any 
in the spring (or in the fall). 
will see the baseball team 
ticmg on their tidy ball 
d, the L'acrosse teams 
king together on their 
ious fields, the tennis team 
ing on their numerous 
ts, and downtown on route 
eading up the inlet of Lake 
ga, you can see the I.C. 
boat houses. 
t where is l.C.'s track 
? I am sure that' most 
le have heard of the sport. 
kmen run, jump, throw 
', Sure, but where? Or at least, 
where are they doing all that · 
here at I.C.? 
The runners are busy dodging 
either cars or baseballs, the High 
Jumpers are · busy jumping intQ 
make-shift pits, hurting their 
backs in the process. The Long 
Jumpers are sharing a runway 
with the Pole Vaulters, who 
until recently didn't even have. a 
vaulting facility. The Discus men 
are busy on wooden platforms, 
throwing without a solid base. 
- The lack • of, facility -is 
staggering, and complicat~d by 
the fact that the team is spread 
out all over campus, leaving only 
one coach (due to budget 
cutback), Frank Kennedy, with 
the monumental task of trying 
to move from area to area in 
order to oversee the workouts. 
'The team suffers from not only 
lack of unity and a common 
practice area, but lack of 
instruction. 
ted objects, hurl Javelins. '-
Ever since the old track was 
removed "temporarily," various 
.,HAPPY'S 
HOUR" 
Friday and Saturday 
3-7 ,p.m. 
MOST-MIXED DRINKS SOC 
PITCHE.R 9F BUD $-J.00 
TUES. MAY 15th 
So~brero Party -Prizes & Gifts 
DAILY soc·"--~'-
DRINK 
SPECIALS 
Beer 25C 
until 7P.M. 
SPRING -SALE 
· .. ~·:<J:rt.·1···-h·. ~ - :M: , ___ .. ---~-. ·- .·. . 19: ,,,: ~h--ow·. ru · ay · _, . 
ibson and Fender Guitars 
caustic and Fender Amps 
ny Kustom Amp in Stock 
amaha FG l SO Guitar · 
arine Band Harmonicas 
lvarez Bluegrass Banjos 
33 l /3% Off List 
' 331 /3% Off List 
40% Off 
List 119.50 NOW $95 
Only $2.95 
List $210 NOW $149.95 
Classical Guitars at Fabulous Prices 
Mart!n Guitars-good Discounts off the Old Prices 
w~r ::_f ititnr _-ffl~rksqnJi · 
. ¥.. . " . . 
. . 
420 .Eddy St.-
Col_legetown : 
....... :' ,· -- ·. - -~'}·,- .. ·· ... '. --
members of the team have 
repeatedly tried to get the 
Administration to commit itself 
to putting in another track. So 
far their efforts have been in 
vain. The fact is simple: Ithaca 
College needs a new track 
desperately. The team.. is 
suffering from a lack of good 
practicing faci!ities. It also is 
suffering from a lack of top 
quality - talent with a few 
exceptions. This is little wonder .. 
Since there is no track, and since 
,xceptions. This is little wonder. 
, Since there is no track, and since 
in cutting back in the track 
budget, track sch'olarships were 
given the axe, how many good 
track athletes would come here? 
Who in the department would be 
able to get a decent track 
co,achin_g job coming from this 
school? What would any 
potential employer say about 
Ithaca's trackless situation? How 
about the great number of 
people on this campus who 
enjoy jogging or using good 
·what about the travel budget 
for this track team? Think of 
how much the school c~>Uld. save 
in food and traveling expenses if 
they had a track and could 
schedule 'home meets. A good 
all-weather track could be used 
all year round, making money in 
the spring and summer through 
Invitational meets and special 
Track clinics and programs. 
There are numerous reasons 
for Ithaca College to have a 
track, but the answers are never 
given as to why we don't have 
one. -Where is all the money? 
Why is it tied up in other sports? 
Track needs it the most. They 
need a track for the prestige of 
the "college. Phys. Ed. school- _ 
ha! That's a laugh. With old beat 
up uniforms, the team members 
The Ithaca College track team 
deserves a track. They haven't 
been asking for something new 
these past 2 years. They want 
something back that was theirs 
· in the first place. Something that 
was "bull-dozed" without their 
consent. Something that was 
taken out without any concern 
for the team or interested 
students and faculty who were 
using it. 
The wrecking of our track, 
and the continuing aloofness of 
the administration to the track 
team's problem is only hurting 
the school and the students who 
want to some here. How 
embarrassing it was for this 
reporter to have, at a recent 
meet with SUNY at 
Bing•hamton, listened to 
Binghamton's coach asking if the 
Ithaca College track team was 
still competing on a varsity level. 
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--Itha~s finishecf-f~t :in ·th;~ 
team Binghamton · State 
Invitational. Athletes ol· the Weefc _ 
lthaca ... Junior Craig Paterniti 
of Falconer, N.Y. and 
sophomore Dan Kennedy of 
Cohoes, N. Y. have been selected 
as the Ithaca College "Athletes 
of the Week" for their 
performances during the period 
of April 30-May 6. 
Paterniti pitched two 
excellent games for th-e varsity · 
baseball team, beating Cortland, 
2- I, with a four hitter and then 
· coming back on Sunday to post 
an 8-2, six hit victory over the 
University of Buffalo. The two 
wins upped Paterniti's r~cord to 
4-1 on the season and 12-3 for 
his three year varsity career at 
l.C. 
Kennedy was a double winner 
in the I 00 and 220 yard dashes 
as Ithaca defeated Binghamton 
State, 89-5 5, for its first dual 
meet win of the season. 
He came back Saturday ·to 
win both events again, as the 
Track. Team Wins. 
By Dave Rives 
The Ithaca College Track 
team put it all together, posting 
an impressive 89-55 win over 
SUN Y at Binghamton last 
Wednesday. 
IC ;wept two events and took 
lJ firsts over-all in the proces~, 
despite the absence of Tim Nunn 
and Ron Redfield-Lyon. 
Dan Kennedy won both the 
100 and 220 Dashes. His time in 
the 100 was a mere 2/IOth of a 
sec_onu of the current IC 
mark.The lthacans took 1-2 in 
both races, with Paul Shields 
capturing the seconds. Jim Hagin 
and Bob Fahy combined for 1-2 
finishes in both the 120 High 
Hurdles and the 440 
Intermediates, Fahy winning the 
Highs and Hagin taking the 
INTERMEDIATES' Gary 
Rittenburg came on strong in 
the last 100 yards to post 
another 440 victory. 
In the Field events, the 
lthacans swept the Discus with 
Rich ('lc::ves, Bob Urban, and 
Paterniti, a physical education 
major at Ithaca, is the:son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Angelo Paterniti of 418 
W. Main Street in Falconer, and 
is a 1970 graduate of Falconer 
Central High School where he 
played his baseball under Dennis 
Mczaroes. 
Kennedy is also a physical 
education major at Ithaca. -He· is 
the sonr of Mr. and Mrs. John 
Kennedy of 11 Masten A venue 
in Cohoes and isa 1971 graduate 
of Cohoes High School. 
••• 
Mike Donnelly, _and swept the 
High Jump with Mel Grant, 
Fahy, and Hagin. Jim Sczzerba 
and Mike Do.w combined for a 
surprising 1-2 finish in the Shot 
Put, while later in the· meet, 
Dow combined with Donnelly 
for a 1-2 finish in the Javelin. 
Ron King added IC's other 
victory in the Pole Vault, with 
Bob Jerome taking second. 
Other points were added by 
Tim Rooney, and Mike Kennedy 
in both the Long and Triple 
Jumps. 
• • And wi·ns ~gain 
By Dave Rives 
It was a cold ·and rainy day 
last Saturday at 13mghamton's 
all-weather track The !·.vent. the 
Binghamton lnv1tat1onal. ~tarted 
innocently enough. but thl· final 
results brought back memories 
ot the 11151 New York Giants. 
anJ thl' 19(,9 "AmMmg'" Mets. 
"Amazing" Ithacan, won the 
"whole thmg." 
••I, I 
, ____ '-----.!.__L..1...-L-.:_ 
At SUNY Binghamton the 
"A mazing Ithacans" took 
1-2-3-in the Shot with Bob 
Urban, Dave Whitcomb, and 
Rich Cleaves. Dan Kennedy and 
Paul Shields continued to garner 
points in the 100 and 220 
Dasht:s, Kennedy winning both,' 
as usual . 
Although Ron King was the 
only contestant in the Pole 
Vault, he still put on quite a 
show, vaulting 13'7'' just two . 
inches short of the Binghamton 
track record, which was set by 
an Ithaca High School vaulter. . 
440 man Gary Rittenburg took a 
second, as did Jim Hagin in the 
440 Intermediate Hurdles. 
Cleaves and Donnelly went 1-3 in 
the · Discus. Donnelly later had 
hls v~ ~reff.furow int~ 
Javelin, good enough for a 
second. Bob Fahy added seconds 
in the High Jump and High 
Hurdles. 
',':,' ·,·:: 1:): ~r,·· ... :··; :-:--•,.; ;·-;, .. ~-··:-;)/~~ .• ·.~,,~,.~-~-
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By Dave Rives 
DIVISION WINNERS 
Pro-east ... Corner Bar 
Pro-west . . . tie· between DK 
. "A" and Haleys Comets 
College east ... Big Sticks 
College west ... Willy ··and the 
Poor Boys 
Upon completion of the first · 
round robin, it was decided at 
the last Captains meetii:ig _ 
concerning play-offs, to· have a 
single elimination tournament 
involving all remaining ·softball 
teams. The teallls would be 
paired off in such a manner that 
the stronger teams would meet 
the weaker ones in the opening 
rounds.· 
As of the first of this week, 
four rounds had been played. In 
the pro league, T\le Corner -Bar 
defeated Farm Street in their· 
semi-final game, while in the 
Congratulations to the• 
pighunter& on their successful 
hunt. For those of you who 
haven't reJd the article about 
Phil Langan, read it, it's in this 
paper! 
Both varsity Baseball and 
Lacrosse Teams are still in the 
running for tournament bids. 
Let's hope they get them. 
Denny Kaysen is going to be 
the sports editor for The Ithacan 
next year. No they haven't fired 
j 
' 
other semi-final conte,t 
Bearded Clams met and def 
Bull Moose last Saturday. 
In the College Division 
Daffy Ducks defeated· 
Roonies to gain 
championship berth a 
Willy and the Poor Bov, 
· wjil . be -seeking their · 1~ 
'stra"ight College 1, 
championship. The Poor 
had. beaten the Big Stick 
perhaps the biggest showdo· 
the college league 
semi-final games were M,, 
nite contests. 
. The co-ed softball cha :11, 
were Bean'os Ball, wh1,1i 
gone undefeated, the onh 
team to do so this year. · 
r 
COLL:EGE_ LE!\G 
CHAMP.IONSH 11' 
Willy and the Poor Bo-.·1 
from behind to defeat th: 
Ducks 14-13 in the botto111 c 
10th to win the College L 
Championship on Tuescl.1y 
me, it's just that I have a~, 
an executive position I\ 11 
defense department: Tho-
you who would like t,, 
sports articles or would I,, 
contribute in some.way 1c 
Ithacan look up Denny. 
Since this is l"J!Y last ,., 
would like to say farewc"' 
_o f y o u J o c·k s , 1 ,. 
Drama~Rama's, Tubes, 11 
Hippies and all others. 
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